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ABSTRACT

Rose, Meghan Kathleen. MSc., The university
Characterization

of

Manitoba, october, 2009.

of the AGP-L Genes in Wheat and the Effect on Yield and yield

Components. Major Professor; Anita L. Brûlé-Babel.

Wheat is a major food staple around the world and increases in wheat yields to
provide food, feed and fuel is an important issue. Yield is a complex trait that is affected

by environment. Starch comprises the majority of the wheat kernel and is a major
contributor to yield. Winter wheat breeding in western Canada is challenging due to the
extreme winters and thus screening for yield in the field can be difficult. This research
addressed the differences

in the response of winter

wheat genotypes to field and

greenhouse growing conditions on the basis of yield components. The interest in using

wheat as a feedstock for the ethanol industry

in

western Canada has prompted the

development of high starch winter wheat lines. This study investigates the variation in the

AGP-L genes of wheat that encode the large subunit of adenosine diphosphate glucose
pyrophosphorylase enzyme controlling the rate limiting step of starch biosynthesis. On
the basis of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), insertions and deletions (indels),
genome specific primers were used for sequencing three AGP-L genes in 48 spring and

winter wheat genotypes. One, two and five haplotypes were identified for the AGP-L-lD,

-14 and -18 genes respectively. Nine indels were located in the non- coding regions of
AGP-L-IB and nine of the seventy SNPs were synonymous mutations in the coding

XV

region. Fifteen polymorphic sites were associated with seeds spike-l and thousand kernel

weight (TKW). Two yield trials, including a two replicate randomized complete block
design (RCBD) greenhouse experiment (GH) and a three location RCBD field rrial (FT)

were used to compare the correlation of yield components of 79 genotypes between the

GH and FT. Stepwise regression analysis showed that TKW, spike number and

seeds

spike-r that explained an avera ge of 97 .7Vo and,94.8Vo of the variation in yield for GH and

FÏ,

respectively. Spike number and TKW were consistently significantly rank correlated

between field and greenhouse while grain weight was not. Starch was correlated with

grain weight and seeds/plot indicating that increasing yield would lead to increases in
percent starch.

XVI

FORWARD

This thesis follows the manuscript style outlined by the Department
of plant
Science, University

of Manitoba. Manuscripts follow the style recommended by

the

Theoretical and Applied Genetics Journal. This thesis is presented
in two manuscripts,
each containing an introduction, materials and methods,
results and discussion sections.

A

general review of the literature and a general introduction
precedes the manuscripts,

and a general discussion follows the manuscripts.

1.0

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Wheat is a major food staple in many parts of the world and is produced worldwide
on more acres than any other crop (Curtis 2002). China, the United States and India have

the most land dedicated to wheat (all over 24 mlllion hectares) while the highest yields
are attained in the Netherlands (8.6 tonnesÆra) and other'Western European countries.

China is largest importer of wheat, averaging 10 mitlion tonnes annually, while the
united states, canada, France and Australia are the largest exporters.
Wheat yields have been increasing since the beginning of domestication 8000 years
ago (Curtis 2002, Worland and Snape 2001). These yield increases were initially due to

selection for seed prolificacy through increased grain size, grain number per spike and
spike number per plant (Evans 1981). Later yield gains were made by increases in crop
inputs as yield per area of land became more important. Recently yietd gains are being
made through the use of molecular genetics techniques (Varshney et al. 2009).

The importance

of

increasing wheat yields, apart from the need

to feed

the

increasing world population, stems from the multiple uses for wheat as food for human

consumption, feed for animals, and fuel (Curtis et al. 2002). Recently, concerns about

fuel shortages, fuel security, and the environment have prompted the investigation of
renewable forms of energy to replace fossil fuels. In the USA, Brazll, Canada and some

European countries, bioethanol produced from renewable crop biomass has become a
popular and accepted partial alternative fluid fuel for transportation. Sugarcane produces
the most ethanol per hectare followed by corn, then wheat (Budny 2007). The Canadian

2

Environmental Protection Act, 1999 (Nassichuk 2006) requires "fuel producers and
importers to have an average annual renewable fuel content of at least 5Vo of the volume

of gasoline that they produce or import, commencing in 2010". This would result in
significant increase in the demand for wheat by ethanol production plants as well

a

as

improved varieties with specific traits to improve the distillation characteristics of the
grain.

Swanston and Newton (2007) suggest that the characteristics of grain suitable for

whisky distillation would also be suitable for ethanol production. For example, distillers
prefer soft wheats with low nitrogen content to obtain maximum alcohol yield (Taylor et

al. 1993; Swanston et

aL.

2005). Further research into grain characteristics have shown

that low length to width ratios, indicating plumper kernels, and high thousand kernel
weights and low nitrogen content explain 75Vo of the variation

in alcohol yield in

a

selection of ten UK varieties (Swanston et al. 2007). However this study also found that

nitrogen levels and thousand kernel weight were significantly affected by environmental
factors.

Starch in the wheat kernel is broken down by enzymes to form glucose, which is

later used by yeast in the fermentation process to produce ethanol. Thus increasing the
percentage

of

starch within the seed would theoretically increase the alcohol yield.

Swanston et al. (2007) studied ten winter wheat varieties and determined there was no

correlation between total amount
significant variation

in

of starch and alcohol yield

even though there was

starch content and mean alcohol yield among the genotypes.

However, the total amount of starch was correlated to alcohol yield in a study by Kindred
et al. (2008). Percent starch has been shown to be independent of environmental effects in

-J
winter wheat (P>0.05) (Swanston et aI.2007) but highly affected by location (P<0.001)
in hard red spring wheat (Labuschagne et al. 2007).
In Manitoba, winter wheat is the most suitable form of wheat to be utilized by the
ethanol industry. Although corn is the most desirable grain its production is not well
suited to the Manitoba growing season. Winter wheat, yielding 47Vo higher than spring
wheat in the 2O0l and 2008 growing seasons in Manitoba (Statistics Canada 2008), is a

strong competitor with weeds (Schwerdtle 1983), escapes Fusarium head blight and is
complimented by reduced tillage practises (Black and Unger 1987).

When evaluating the yield and yield components of winter wheat varieties, those

that are not winter hardy for the area of study must be grown under greenhouse
conditions. This is often the case for breeders introducing new unadapted germplasm into
a breeding program.

It is not known if the greenhouse environment is correlated to the

field environment on the basis of yield and yield components.
Winter wheat breeding has many challenges due to the winter growth habit of the
crop and the large genome of wheat. A new approach for breeding programs is to identify
genes encoding enzymes

in biosynthetic pathways of the target trait and

assess the

variation in the alleles of available germplasm. When variation is found among alleles it

may be associated with a phenotype

of

interest through the process

of

association

mapping. Plant breeders can then use marker assisted selection technologies to identify
target alleles in parental lines and segregating populations. To breed wheat for ethanol

production, enzymes involved
controlling them are

in the starch biosynthesis pathway and the genes

of specific interest. The rate limiting enzyme in this process

is

4
adenosine diphosphate glucose pyrophosphorylase (AGPase) composed

of large and

small subunits. This enzyme has been shown to play a role in the starch content in cereals

(Stark et al. 1992; Hannah 1997; Preiss and Levi 1930). The identification of novel
alleles of the large subunit gene (AGP-L) associated with increased starch content and

yield components such as thousand kernel weight and seeds per unit area would

be

valuable in the breeding program.

This study was part of a large project to develop a suitable feedstock for the
ethanol industry from winter wheat. The objectives of this study were:

and yield components under greenhouse and field conditions;

i) To assess yield

ii) To characterize the

AGP-L genes in a selection of spring and winter wheat lines, iii) To determine
sequence characteristics are significantly associated
percent starch.

if

with yield, yield components, or

2.0

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Winter Wheat Cultivation

Common bread wheat, Triticum aestivum L., is grown throughout the world as a
staple food crop and is thought to have fïrst been domesticated in the Euphrates valley,

Central Asia or parts of Europe thousands of years ago (Feldman 2001, Gepts 2002).
'Wheat

is most suited to growing areas between the latitudes of 30" and 60' N and 27' and

40"S (Nuttonson 1955 as referenced by Curtis 2002) and the optimum growth
temperature is about 25'C (Briggle 1980 as referenced by Curtis 2002).It is grown on
more land than any other food crop in the world and is the most widely traded crop in the

world market (Curtis 2002). Wheat produced in the Canadian Prairies is known for its
consistent high quality with excellent protein levels making

it competitive in world

markets. In 2006, wheat was seeded on 9.8 million hectares in Canada, accounting for
27.4Vo

of the crop land, more than any other crop (Statistics Canada2009a; Statistics

Canada 2009b).

In Manitoba, wheat accounts for

25.'l%o

of the land seeded to

crops

(Statistics Canada 2008).
'Wheat

is classified into winter and spring cultivars. Winter cultivars are those that

are sown in the fall and require a vemalization period at a minimum temperature of 0'C

to 10"C to induce flowering. Spring cultivars carry no vernalization requirement and are
seeded

in the spring. Winter wheat has several advantages over spring wheat. Winter

wheat accesses early spring moisture and often avoids yield reducing drought in the later

growing season (Baser et al. 2004). Typically, tillering and grain filling occur in cooler
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temperatures compared

increased spikes

to spring sown cultivars. This results in higher yields due to

per meter square and thousand kernel weight (Zhao

Disadvantages of winter wheat include the risk of winter

kill

2007).

due to poor winter hardiness

of cultivars and low winter temperatures with little snow cover. To minimize this risk it is
suggested that winter wheat be seeded into standing stubble such as flax or canola to

improve snow trapping that will insulate the crop over the winter (Manitoba Agriculture
and Food 200I).

In wheat cropping systems reduced tillage practises are promoted

as

being beneficial as they leave crop residue on the soil surface to reduce wind and water
erosion and improve seed bed moisture levels (Black and Unger I9B7).

Winter wheat is inherently higher yietding than spring wheat (Statistics Canada
2008) and therefore requires different levels of nitrogen application. The average yield of

winter wheat in Manitoba in 2008 was 67.9 bushels/acre while spring wheat was 45.5
bushels/acre. Halvorson et al. (1987) suggest that nitrogen fertilizer needs should reflect

yield estimates that are based on moisture levels (soil moisture levels at planting and
expected precipitation

in the growing season). Also, yield potential of the cultivar

and

past yields of the particular soil and environmental conditions of the area should be
considered.

Weed management

in winter wheat differs from spring wheat

annuals and perennial weeds dominate

because winter

in winter crops. This is due to the timing of

seeding and harvest as well as the trend to minimize tillage systems for winter wheat

production. Summer annual weeds can become a problem in poor or patchy winter wheat
stands. In western Canada winter wheat is considered extremely competitive, second only

to fall rye, and can compete with most spring germinating weeds. Taller cultivars are also
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noted to be better competitors. Winter annual weeds can be controlled with chemical
application in the fall or early spring (Schwerdtle 1983).
Harvesting of winter wheat in the prairies occurs in late July or early August. A

coÍrmon practise is straight cut combining and subsequent bin drying when necessary.
McBain (1983) gives several advantages to this over swathing and combine operations;

1) stubble left standing is taller and better suited for winter snow trapping which is
important for reduced tillage operations 2) field residue management is less expensive 3)
there are less quality losses due to weathering, and 4) less risk of sprouting damage.

Z.2Wheat Genetics and BreedÍng
2.2.1 Wheat Improvement

Since its domestication over 8000 years ago, improvements have been made in
agronomic, quality and disease resistance characteristics of wheat. Early domestication
involved selection for traits such as seedling vigour, loss of seed dormancy and dispersal,

and increased seed number. Selection

of particular plants or plots for re-sowing by

farmers was also a part of early wheat improvement. Classical wheat breeding developed

after Mendel's re-discovery (Harlan 1992 as referenced by Kang et aI. 2007). Although

many new technological advances have been made over the past few decades, all
techniques have been developed to aid in classical breeding techniques.

Classical wheat breeding involves the generation of genetic variation followed by
repeated cycles of selection to identify recombinants that carry the desired traits. More
recently molecular genetics tools have been incorporated to improve selection efficiency.
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Application of DNA marker technology improves many aspects of conventional plant
breeding including early generation selection, donor parent selection for backcrossing,

recovery

of

recurrent parent genotype

in

backcross progeny, and general selection

(Varshney et aI.2009)

2.2.3 Genome Structure of Wheat
Triticum aestivum (L.) is an allohexaploid crop (2n-6x=42, AABBDD) with three

different yet related genomes. The

A

genome originated from Triticum monococcum

(AA), that first hybridized to Aegilops speltoides (Tausch.) (BB). This resulted in

a

tetraploid wheat, Triticum turgidum (AABB) which is cultivated emmer wheat. This then

hybridized

to a diploid

wheat Aegilops tauschii (DD) resulting

in a hexaploid

(AABBDD) species (Jauhar 2007). Caldwell et al. (2004) proposed that the D genome
may have originated from at least two progenitors on the bases of haplotype analysis of
Aegilops tauschii (DD), Triticum aestivum (AABBDD) and Aegilops cylindrica (CCDD).

The three genomes

of T. aestivum are arranged into 7

groups

of

homoeologous

chromosomes that comprise the 1.6x1010 bp hexaploid genome (Kimber and Sears I}ST).

It is estimated that the wheat genome contains about 25 000 to 30 000 genes (Worland
and Snape 2001). Over 600 identified genes are listed in the Grain Genes 2 database for

Triticeae and Avena (Grain Genes 22009).

2.2.4 Challenges in Winter Wheat Breeding Programs

Hexaploid wheat poses many challenges for breeding programs. Although genetic
controls of homologous chromosome pairing exist to direct diploid like mitosis, multiple
genomes and therefore multiple copies

of chromosomes and genes make genetic studies
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difficult (Riley and Chapman 1958; Roberts et al. 1999). In molecular

marker

development for example, three pairs of bands each corresponding to one of the genomes

would be present rather than one pair of bands in a diploid species. Often there may be
only slight sequence variation among the genes from the different genomes. For specific
gene isolation and sequencing, genome specific primers must be developed to ensure

amplification from the genome of choice by polymerase chain reaction (PCR). This is
particularly important when searching for sequence polymorphisms among a selection of
accessions to assign and determine haplotype. Currently only a small percentage

of the

wheat genome sequence is known and available in public databases.

There are unique agronomic challenges associated with winter wheat breeding in

Manitoba and other northern climates. Parental lines collected to expand the variation in
breeding programs are often unadapted to the area of study. Evaluating yield potential

through field yield trials on these lines is diffîcult if they do not possess sufficient winter
hardiness for the area. Due to the nature of winter wheat, many studies are conducted

indoors under greenhouse conditions. In order for the plants to flower they must be
exposed to a simulated winter in a vernalization chamber. The vernalization requirement

of winter annuals is an adaptive mechanism to prevent the transition from vegetative to
reproductive stages during and prior to the cold months of the growing season. The
required length of vernalization treatment for winter wheat relates to the plant age at
vernalization onset. The longer that plants are exposed to low temperatures the lower the

final leaf number (FLN) will be compared to un-vernalized plants of the same genotype
(Wang et al. 1995).
reached and

At FLN minus six leaves the point of vernalization saturation is

it is at this point that the vernalization

requirement has been adequately
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fulfilled and plants can quickly progress to the reproductive stage. In greenhouse studies
this is usually three to four weeks of growth under 2I"C/18"C daylnight temperature
followed by eight to ten weeks of vernalization at 4oC.

Another challenge with winter wheat breeding is the long lifecycles associated

with winter crops. In field situations in Manitoba, crops are in the ground for eleven
months of the year and in the greenhouse significant space, money and labour is involved

in vernalization of individual potted plants. Double haploid
many crop breeding programs

of different species but

technology is helping in

has potential

to significantly

increase the rate at which winter wheat breeding lines move through a program. Either

through microspore culture or whealmaize hybridization followed by embryo rescue,
double haploid programs create plants that are homozygous at every locus

in

one

generation which can take up to six generations using traditional selfing methods (Kang

et aL.2007).

2.3 Application of Sequence Variation

2.3.1Molecular Markers in Plant Breeding and Genetics studies
Variation is the basis of plant breeding of any crop species. Increasing variation
and detecting variation are two components of traditional plant breeding that marker
technology has influenced. For some traits selections can only be made after flowering or

grain filling which requires more time for screening parental lines or

segregating

populations. Morphological, enzymatic or DNA based markers can be used to indirectly
select for traits.
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DNA based molecular markers (MM) have several advantages over other types of
markers. Unlimited in number and showing higher levels of polymorphism than other
markers, MM can be detected at any level of developmental stage and are not influenced

by environment (Kang et al. 2007). MM are unique landmarks on chromosomes that are
based on sequence variations among selections made

within or among species. MM can

be located near target genes or in repetitive regions in the form of simple sequence
repeats (SSR) or can be found within target genes

in the form of single

nucleotide

polymorphisms (SNPs) or insertions and deletions (indels). Molecular markers based on

DNA variation have contributed to the following areas 1) marker assisted selection
(MAS) or gene tagging 2) development of genetic and physical maps for wheat (Roder et
al. 1998b) 3) DNA fingerprinting and genetic diversity studies aiding in determination of
genetic variation among a selection of genotypes (Stachel et al. 2000; Kang et al.2OO7)

4) cytogenetic research leading to the discovery of chromosomal origins in polyploidy
species (Caldwell et aL.2004; Salimath et al. 1995).

The association between a MM and a gene of interest is traditionally identified
through the development of segregating or mapping populations and linkage analysis
between the MM and the phenotype of the trait of interest. These associations can also be

determined

in

unrelated populations through association

or linkage mapping (AM).

Associating markers to target genes, and therefore traits, allows breeders to indirectly

select

a

gene

of economic

importance. Genotypic selection reduces the effect of

environment that makes phenotypic selection less accurate and is especially helpful for
gene pyramiding

of

disease resistance traits (Gupta and Varshney 2000). Kang et al.

(2007) outline several advantages of DNA-based selection or MAS. Without the need for

T2

field screening, MAS allows the stacking of multiple

genes leading

to the selection of

multiple traits simultaneously. This is typically referred to as gene pyramiding and is
coÍlmon for disease resistance genes. A considerable amount of skilled man power and
expense

is associated with MAS and so it is better suited to selection for traits that

are

difficult and expensive to screen phenotypically. For example, abiotic stress tolerance is
difficult to

assess

in the greenhouse or the field and is often controlled by multiple gene

loci. Characteristics that can only be evaluated in the reproductive stage are also very
costly to evaluate due to the amount of plant material and manual screening. For traits
such as flower color, seed characteristics and starch characteristics, MAS provides a

method

of

screening during the seedling stage. Often single traits (such as disease

resistance) are desired
crosses

in an adapted

genotype. This may be accomplished by wide

with wild relatives. MAS provides a method of tracking the movement of

in such wide crosses

and may eliminate the need to physically screen each

genes

of

the

backcross progeny. This offers great improvements and acceleration of backcrosses for

not only wide cross but in general selection as well. Finally, MAS increases the precision
and timeliness of selection. The genetic screening is not influenced by the developmental

stage

of the plant or the environment in which it was grown and is therefore

more

accurate. Crops with long life cycles, such as winter cereals, can be screened for traits
sooner thus improving the rate of selection in a breeding progam.

There are many types

of molecular markers that vary in

several aspects of

detection, throughput and repeatability. Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) based markers

improved upon the speed of detection, reduced complexity and improved the ease of

selection over earlier marker technologies such as restriction fragment length
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polymorphism (RFLP) (Kang et al. 2007). Some of these include Random Amplified
Polymorphic DNA (RAPD), Amplified Fragment Length Polymorphism (AFLP) and
microsatellites (MS) or simple sequence repeats (SSR).

2,3.2 Microsatellite Based Molecular Markers

Inbreeding species such as wheat can have low diversity among some types of
markers. For example RFLPs are hybridization based and tend to have low levels of
detectable polymorphisms for wheat. Thus PCR based markers that use simple sequence

repeats (SSR), commonly known as microsatellites (MS), have advantages over
hybridization systems (Devos et al. 1995; Stachel et al. 2000). Microsatellites are loci of
one to six nucleotides arranged as tandem repeats dispersed throughout the genome. The

length of such repeats are polymorphic and can be used as molecular markers (Devos et

al. 1995). PCR based MS marker systems consist of several approaches that use either,
primers at specific loci that flank a MS site, or primers complementary to MS motifs that

amplify randomly across the genome (Gupta and Varshney 2000). An example of a MS
based marker system

is

sequence tagged microsatellite sites (STMS)

in which the

flanking sequences to the MS region are sequenced and used for designing primers

as

they are conserved across species (Pandian et al. 2000). An example of a MS directed
PCR marker is microsatellite primed PCR (MP-PCR). This marker uses single primers
complementary to MS sequences

in a PCR reaction. An amplified product from this

reaction represents the potentially polymorphic sequence between two inversely oriented

MS sites that are within amplification distance from one another. The pattern of bands on
the consequent agarose gel represent a unique DNA fingerprint (Meyer et al. 1993; Gupta
and Varshney 2000).

t4
MS are rich regions of genetic variation in all eukaryotic genomes, however there

is contradictory evidence for a clustered versus even distribution of these markers. In
PCR based marker analysis and the development of genetic and physical maps,

it was

found that MS markers were evenly distributed across the genome (Roder et al. 1998a;

1998b). Contrary

to

these findings,

in situ hybridization

techniques such as FISH

(fluorescent in situ hybridization) showed clusters. of MS near the centromeres (Arens et

al. 1995; Vosman and Arens 1997). Gupta and Varshney (2000) speculate that this may
be due to the types of MS that each of the methods detect, that is PCR based markers are

low copy unique sequences whereas FISH detects extended regions of repetitive DNA.
2.3.3 SNP and Indel Based Molecular Markers

Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are the most common difference among

alleles. Insertions and deletions (indels) can be found as differences between alleles.

Collectively, SNPs and indels can be used to identify haplotypes for regions of interest,
i.e. covering genes of study that have a similar pattern of polymorphisms. This indicates

that the genotypes within a haplotype were exposed to the same mutations

and

recombination events (Flint-Garcia et al. 2OO3). There are three main ways of discovering

SNPs; 1) sequencing PCR amplicons and then comparing a selection of genotypes 2)
theoretical searches using shotgun genomic libraries and
sequence tagged libraries.

3)

searches

of

expressed

Of these three, sequencing of the amplicons is most effective

(Rafalski 2002).
The development of the amplicons for sequencing requires primers that amplify
portions of a gene including the 3'untranslated region (3'UTR) and intron sequences

as
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polymorphisms are more common in these areas (Bhattramakki et al.2002). In the case

of wheat it is important to design genome specific primers so that detection of sequence
differences between genotypes is due to differences between the alleles

in the same

genome rather than differences in the homoeologous genes. The selection of genotypes to
sequence should be made from pure inbred lines. Problems occur when heterozygotes are

present because the phase

of the companion allele is not directly obvious and thus a

haplotype cannot be established (Rafalski 2002).

Several assays for SNP genotyping using amplicons exist besides sequencing.

One study compared three such assays to establish which was the most suitable for
detemining allele frequencies by genotyping and also compared throughput capabilities
(Giancola et al. 2006). The 'GOOD assay', as termed by the authors, is an allele-specific

primer extension protocol that uses mass spectrometry to determine sequence differences

(Giancola

et al. 2006; Sauer et al. 2000). The Amplifluor@ is an allele-specific

technology based on competitive PCR while the TaqMan@ is also allele-specific PCR
that uses hybridization (Myakishev et al. 200I; Livak 1999). The latter two assays are

one well reactions that take place in a thermocycler while the GOOD assay requires
transfer to a new plate for mass spectrophotometry. The authors found that TaqMan@
was the most effective at discriminating alleles in several plant species but notes there are
advantages and disadvantages to each technique.

SNPs are the most suitable markers for association mapping as compared to SSR
markers. SSR markers of the same size and in the same location can be from different

genetic origins and SSR markers of different sizes can be found in the same haplotype
(Rafalski 2002; Estoup et al. 1995; Viard et al. 1998).
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2.3.4 Association Mapping and Linkage Disequilibrium

Association mapping

(AM) or

association genetics,

relationship between phenotypic and genotypic data from

a

is the correlation or
selection

of

unrelated

material (Lui 1998; Flint-Garcia et al. 2003). This is in contrast to typical quantitative
trait loci (QTL) identifications which use controlled mapping populations developed from
few parental crosses. Association mapping creates away to determine if a particular SNP,

indel or combination of these, are suitable for direct use for MAS in breeding programs.
Association mapping populations have more phenotypic variation than biparental

If

mapping populations thus multiple traits can be studied with one set of genotypic data.

this population consists of registered cultivars yield data may already be available,
reducing or eliminating the time and investment in yield trials (Breseghello and Sorrells
2006). A non-random population structure can be a source of type I error in AM and is a

result of either the non-random mating imposed in breeding populations or, in the case of
unrelated material can exist

in

random selections

of cultivars based on region of

development (Pritchard et al. 2000). Thus non-random population structure results in
subgroups based on related families, growth habit or region of cultivar development. The

relatedness of subgroups within a population can create covariances among individuals

leading to a bias in estimates of allele affects. This can be accounted for by using
mixed-effects model in the AM analysis in which population structure is accounted for
a random effect and the markers are considered fixed (Kennedy

a

as

et al. 1992; Breseghello

and Sorrells 2006).

Association mapping has been used
corresponding alleles

in

to relate a few agronomic traits with

muze. Thornsberry et al. (2001) identified

a suite of
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polymorphisms associated with flowering time. Whitt

et al. (2002) studied

encoding enzymes of the muze starch pathway and found that a single SNP in
gene responsible

genes

sul

(a

for sugar production in sweet corn) that conveyed an amino acid

exchange was strongly associated with the sweet phenotype (P<0.001). Breseghello et al.

(2006) used 62 SSR markers on chromosomes 2D, 5A and 58 of 95 cultivars of soft

winter wheat to significantly link alleles to kernel size. This study showed that variation
found on a whole genome bases can also be used in association mapping.
Linkage disequilibrium (LD) is the association of alleles at two loci so that they

no longer exist in a population in equilibrium. Large natural populations that undergo
random mating

for several generations, in the

absence

of

selection, mutation and

migration are commonly assumed to be in linkage equilibrium (FlinrGarcia et al. 2003;

Liu 1998). When an association of alleles or polymorphisms is present it may be due to

LD

caused

by similar historical patterns of mutation, recombination and

selection

pressure. This association is detected by correlations of alleles in the population and is

coÍìmon in natural populations and especially in families (Liu 1998). LD between
polymorphisms is not necessarily related to physical distance, as

in linkage, which is

based on the physical distance between two polymorphisms. However, when linkage is

tight between two SNPs on a chromosome, LD is high, while if two SNPs are located on
different chromosomes the level of LD is typically lower (Flint-Garcia et al.

LD is

affected

2OO3).

by mutation, recombination, mode of reproduction (self

or

outcrossing), admixtures (gene flow from genetically distinct populations) and genetic

bottle necks that reduce population size (FlinGGarcia et al. 2003 Nordborg 2000,
Pritchard and Rosenberg 1999; Dunning 2000).
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LD is most commonly measured in two ways,

12, the square

of the correlation

coefficient between two loci, and D', the LD statistic (Flint-Garcia et al. 2003). The first
statistic,

12, expresses

the mutational and recombination history of the two alleles being

compared. It is the difference between the observed and expected haplotype frequencies

divided by the product of all the allele frequencies. The second statistic, D', summarizes

only the recombination history between two alleles. The two statistics differ in their
response to sample size,

D' being highly

affected by small sizes. LD is expressed in

linkage disequilibrium matrices which plots each SNP against one another and the

12

value for each pair-wise comparison in the top diagonal and the corresponding p value in

the bottom diagonal. LD can also be depicted in LD decay plots which scatter plot

r2

values and physical distance for all combinations of alleles and give a visual indication of

how far along the gene the LD holds for.

2.4 Cereal Starches

2.4.1 Starch Structure, Biosynthesis and Breakdown

It is thought that

there is potential to increase starch content and modify starch

characteristics in the wheat kernel (Morelt and Myers 2005). An understanding of the

underlying biosynthetic pathway is important for any genetic manipulation study. The
enzymes of the starch synthesis pathway are well known and have been characterized in a

number of cereal species (Morell et al. 2001). Starch is an o, 1-4 glucan and its synthesis

occurs

in the plastids of plant cells. The first reaction is carried out by ADP

glucose

pyrophosphorylase (AGPase), an allosteric heterotetramer, which is made up of two large

subunits,

Agp-L,

and two small subunits Agp-s, the former being important in
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of starch content (Hannah 1997; Preiss and Levi

manipulations

1980). This enzyme

catalyzes the reaction between glucose-l-phosphate and ATP leading to ADP-glucose,
the glycosyl donor in the polymerization of glucose to form starch. AGPase is controlled

by positive and negative effectors,

3-phosphoglyceric acid (3-PGA) and inorganic

phosphate, respectively (James et aL.2003). Through studies with transgenic plants and

bacterial AGPases

it

has been shown that this enzyme is the rate limiting step of the

starch biosynthesis pathway in plants (Stark et al. 1992).

Linear chains of 1,4-o, -D-glycosyl molecules are elongated by starch synthases
(SS) and its substrate ADP glucose (Cao et al. 2000). Chains of o-1, 4 glucans form
amylose, which accounts

isoforms exist

for about

20-30Vo

of the total starch in wheat. Several

in cereals. An important isoform is granule

SS

bound starch synthase I

(GBSS[), which is encoded by the Waxy (14/x) locus. Waxy mutants lack amylose and
contain starch comprised mainly of amylopectin (Nelson and Rines 1962; Shure et al.
1983). The

u

1-6 branches in amylopectin are added by branching enzymes (BE) and

removed by de-branching enzymes (Mizuno et al. 2001). Amylopectin accounts for 7080Vo

of the total starch in wheat (Cao et al. 2000).
During seed development sucrose is transported to the endosperm to be converted

to starch stored primarily in the endosperm. Sucrose transporters (SUT) move this sugar

into and out of the phloem system as well as mediate the distance of travel and

the

destination of transported sugars (Williams et al. 2000). SUT1 in wheat has been shown
to play a major role in the post-phloem sugar transport pathway.
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Upon seed germination the starch needs to be enzymatically degraded to release
glucose that can be transported from the endosperm

to the developing seedling for

growth. The major enzyme involved in starch degradation is o-amylase. It is responsible

for the initial breakdown on the starch granule to make it accessible to further degrading
enzymes (Dunn 1974). Sun and Henson (1991) showed that cr-glucosidases that break

down maltose and debranching enzymes that break the o 1-6 bonds of amylopectin, were
involved in catabolism and worked synergistically to release the glucose.

2.4.2 Genes Encoding Starch Biosynthesis Enzymes
There are five genes

of interest encoding

enzymes important

in a high

starch

phenotype; AGP-L (encoding Agp-L), AGP-S (encoding Agp-S), soluble starch synthase

(SSI and SStr), sucrose transporter (SUT) and granule bound starch synthase (GBSS)
also known as waxy (Wx) (Blake et al. 2004). Research has been focused on the AGPase

encoding genes because it is the rate limiting step of the biosynthesis reaction.

AGP-L, encoding the large subunit of AGPase and AGP-S encoding the small
subunit were identified through shrunken-2 and brittle-2 mutants
demonstrated low levels

of

maize that

of AGPase activity (Hannah and Nelson L976). Later it

was

identified that shrunken-2 mutants were affected at the AGP-L locus and the brittle-2
mutants at the AGP-S locus (Thorneycroft et al. 2003). AGP-L is located on the long arm

of group one wheat chromosomes about 80cM from the centromere (Ainsworth et al.
1995). Its cDNA is 2040 base pairs long and spans a region of 4.8 Kb

of

genomic

sequence (Blake et al.2004; Thorneycroft et al. 2OO3). The AGP-S gene was mapped to a

locus on the group seven chromosomes. One of the SUT genes (TaSUTl) is located on
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group four chromosomes (Aoki et aL.2002). V/axy genes are located on chromosome 7A
and 7D but the waxy locus from 7B has been translocated to chromosome 4A (Murai et
aJ. 1999). The complete genomic sequences

of the waxy

genes are known. Genome

specific primers for each of the genes have been developed through comparison and
alignment of the known sequences from rice to the cDNAs available for wheat (Blake et
al. 2004). The primers were developed to be anchored in an exon and designed to span
one or more introns, but do not amplify the entire gene.

2.4.3 Sequence Analysis of Genes Encoding Starch Biosynthesis Enzymes

Past searches have found very few single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in
starch related genes (Blake et aI.2004; Murai et al. 1999). SNPs are single base changes

in the DNA sequence and are typically more cofirmon in non-coding regions. The small
number of SNPs found may be due to the low number of accessions studied in each of the
experiments (less than 15 accessions) which may or may not have been chosen based on

differing starch contents, yield and starch characteristics. Also, in some cases, the regions
surveyed by past researchers have not covered the entire coding sequence.

Manipulation of starch genes has been shown to increase yield in wheat and rice.
Transformation of wheat with a modifîed maize AGPase increased seed weight per plant

by 38Vo (Smidansky et al. 2002). The transgene from corn was a modified large subunit
of AGPase called shrunken 2. This modification decreased the sensitivity to the inhibitor
inorganic phosphate and allowed more stable binding of the large and small subunits to
one another. In rice, Bao et al. (2006) identified several simple sequence repeats (SSR)
and SNP patterns

in Waxy,

starch branching enzymes 1 and 3 and starch synthase

I genes.
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These patterns were linked to starch physiochemical properties of the cultivars measured

by apparent amylose content, pasting viscosity characteristics and gel textural properties.

In the waxy gene alone the six SSRs and SNPs explained 92, 81

and.86Vo

of the total

variation of some of these properties. This same approach could be used to identify high
starch yielding cultivars of winter wheat.

Thorneycroft

et al. (2003) identified that the rhree copies of

AGP-L

(corresponding to A, B and D genomes) differed in the 3' untranslated region nucleotide
sequence. Using

a GUS reporter gene and AGP-L-B promoter construct their work

identified that AGP-L-B was only expressed in the starchy endosperm and aleurone and
sub-aleurone layers

homoeoalleles

in

of developing grain. Using 3'end specific probes for each of

Northern analysis,

it

the

was shown that AGP-L-A was present in

endosperm and leaf tissue while AGP-L-B and AGP-L-D transcripts were specific to the
endosperm. Further to this work Ainsworth et al. (1995) identified that the first intron and

the first 400bp upstream sequence were responsible for the specific expression in
endosperm tissue.

2.5 Yield and Yield Components

2.5.1 Grain Yield Potential and Factors Affecting Yield

High grain yield (hereafter referred to as yietd) over a range of environments is
one of the main criteria for development of commercial cultivars of wheat. Yield is a

complex characteristic that is influenced by many plant processes including nutrient

uptake and metabolism, carbon partitioning, leaf senescence, photosynthesis and
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respiration and water use efficiency (Frederick and Bauer 1999). Yield potential

of

a

cultivar is the yield obtained in the absence of abiotic and biotic stresses in a particular
environment (Singh and Trethowan 2007). Yield is a function of combined effects and
can be expressed numerically or physiologically (Slafer et aL. 1999). The most common

numerical yield components are seeds m-2 and individual seed weight. Other yield
components conìmonly calculated are seeds spike-l, spikes plant -1

or meter2,

and

thousand kernel weight (TKW). Physiological yield components used to describe yield

potential are the product of the light intercepted by the crop, radiation use efficiency
(RUE) and harvest index (HI) (Slafer et al. 1999; Reynolds et al. 2005). RUE is a major
determinant

of yield. It

involves the relationship between sources and sinks of

photoassimilates and the transport of sugars in the plant. Harvest index is the ratio of
grain weight to total plant biomass.

The development of semi-dwarf cereal cultivars using the Rht genes and years of
selection have led to significant yield improvements due to increased partitioning of
photoassimilates to grain and thus increased harvest index. In'modern wheat cultivars it is

thought that increases in yield could be achieved by increasing the sink strength in the

plant and that the photosynthetic machinery in the leaf cells is not being used to its
maximum potential (Miralles and Slafer 1995; Richards 2000). One way to increase sink
strength would be to increase the activity of AGPase to hastened the conversion of sugar

to starch during grain filling.

Although genetic potential is important, many environmental factors such

as

water availability, disease (fungal, bacterial and viral), temperature, UV light, insects and
weed competition affect yield. Decreased water availability reduces the availability and
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transport of nutrients (Kang et aL.2002). Drought prior to anthesis, that causes a decrease

in leaf photosynthesis and a lower leaf area index, is

correlated to lower seeds m-2

resulting in lower grain yield (Frederick and Camberato 1995).
Fungal, bacterial and viral diseases can inhibit many aspects of growth in a crop.
These include the prevention nutrient uptake by roots (root rot), restriction of water and

nutrient movement in the phloem and xylem (wilt), interference with photosynthesis (leaf
diseases) and the modification of nutrient pathways to create unnecessary structures that

benefit the pathogen (bunt and smut) (Reis et al. 1999).

High temperatures during anthesis and grain fîlling can severely reduce yield.
Ferris et al' (1998) showed that grain yield was reduced by 4IVo when maximum
temperatures increased

by 10 degrees Celsius during mid-anthesis. UV-B radiation

has

been shown to delay development in spring wheat as well as reduce plant height and
overall yield (Yuan et al. 1998).

Insect damage can reduce yield and quality

in

wheat when crops are left

unprotected (Sadras et aI. 1999). The amount of yield loss actually seen can vary based
on the timing and duration of insect attack, the number and type of pests involved and the

environmental factors at the time of insect attack. Key insect damage in wheat is caused
by aphids, hessian fly, midge and sawfly.
Weed competition accounts for substantial yield loss in wheat (Froud-Williams
1999). The effect of weed competition on yield components depends on the timing of the

competition. For example early competition

will

reduce the final spike number and
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possibly seeds spike-l whereas competition later in the season may affect grain filling and
thus TKW.

Yield potential measured under ideal conditions is not always met in producer
fields. Apart from environmental conditions that are out of the control of the producer,
management practises such as plant density, sowing date and nitrogen fertilization can
also affect overall yield (satorre 1999 Denneft 1999;Borghi 1999).

When breeding for higher yields in wheat, the genotype x environment interaction

(GxE) effect must be considered. Cultivars that are yield stable over a wide range of
environments are more desirable than those that may only yield high

in particular

environments. This is due in part to the large area available for wheat production and the

varying climatic differences between areas and the differences in weather patterns within
an area from year to year. Wide adaptation of new cultivars to multiple environments also

improves adaptability to a wide range

of management

practices. The GxE effect is

determined by subjecting breeding lines to several environments with different moisture
stresses, diseases pressures and

daily temperature fluctuations. Cultivars that perform

well in low, medium and high yietding-environments are selected (Singh and Trethowan
2007).

2.5.2Yield, Components and Their Interaction
Seed number m-2

is a major component of yield and is affected by

genotype,

growth habit (spring or winter), cultural practices and growing conditions (Frederick and

Bauer 1999). Seed number m-t is determined by the number of seeds per spike and the
number of spikes

m-'.It

has been shown that the increase

in yield

seen over the past 50
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years has been a result of increased seed number per spike due to the redirecting of
photosynthates from vegetative structures to the developing grain (Slafer et al. 1993). The
amount of photoassimilates produced can be increased by increasing the leaf area index
and the leaf photosynthetic rate prior to anthesis (Frederick and Camberato 1995). Leaf
area index, seed number m-t and

dry weight at anthesis are highly correlated in wheat

thus herbivory, leaf shading, leaf disease and drought prior to anthesis may reduce yields
by reducing seed nirmber m-2 (Frederick and Bauer lggg).

Little relation between kernel weight and grain yield have been found by

a

compilation of studies analyzed by Frederick and Bauer (1999). The data analyzed was
generated using differing cultural practices on the basis of tillage, irrigation and nitrogen

application. Slafer et al. (1993) recognized that there has been little improvement in seed
weight in modern breeding because of the lack of association of this trait to yield and in

fact average seed weight has been reduced. Kernel weight is controlled by
physiochemical and anatomical characteristics of the seed and spike and is not controlled

by the amount of photoassimilates available since there is little to no change in growth
rate of the kernel or seed weight when photosynthates are restricted (Thornley et al. 1981;

Frederick and Camberato 1995; Frederick and Bauer T999). This leaves the potential to
select

for characteristics within the kernel such as starch biosynthesis enzymes and

ptrloem unloading mechanisms to further increase seed weight.

Kernel weight has not been increased along with seed number m-2 because there is
an inverse relationship between seed size and seed number

--'.

One explanation of this

relationship is that kernels positioned on the distal portions of the spike and spikelet have
slower grain filling rates and are therefore smaller. As seed number spike-l increases a
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larger proportion of seeds occupy this space thus the overall mean seed weight is reduced

(Thornley et

al.

1981; Frederick and Bauer 1999: Slafer

et al. 1993). A

second

explanation for reduced kernel weight with increasing seed number is that there is simply

not enough photosynthate to develop large seeds and the carbohydrates that are available
are first deposited in the proximal kernels and the remainder is available to the distal
kernels (Frederick and Bauer 1999; Slafer et al. 1993).

A third explanation is that the

high seed number m-2 that has been selected for is associated with a high leaf area index
and high vegetative biomass which, in the early growing season, may deplete soil water
supplies and lead to water deficits during grain

filling (Frederick and Camberato 1995;

Frederick and Bauer 1999). Water stress at this critical time is associated with lower seed
weight.

2.5.3 Breeding Strategies For Increasing Yield

Breeding over the last century has led to increases in crop yields regardless ofthe
type of crop or country of research (Calderini et aI. 1999). In Canada from 1882 to 1985
genetic gains of 0.5Vo per year have been achieved through plant breeding in Canadian

spring wheat (Hucl and Baker 1987; as referenced by Calderini et al. 1999). These gains
have been made through the reduction in plant height, increases in harvest index (HI) and

increases

in

seed

m-' due to

increases

in seeds spike-r. Slafer

demonstrated similar results when comparing cultivars released

l9I2

and Andrade (1989)

in Argentina between

and 1980. The increase in seeds spike-l is due to an increase in the initiation and

survival of floret primordia during stem elongation (Kirby 1988, Siddique et al. 1989).
The authors noted that the modern cultivars with semi-dwarfing genes (Rht) initiated an
equal number of primordia compared to cultivars lacking the semi-dwarfing alleles but
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more primordia survived to set seed when Rht alleles were present. They concluded that

this increase in initiation and survival was in part due to the decreased competition
between the stem and initiating spikelets for carbohydrates. Breeders could potentially

continue along this pathway and select for reduced organ growth prior to anthesis to

allow more assimilates to be used in developing primordia (Slafer et al. 1999). Frederick
et aI. (1999) speculated that selections for higher seed numb er m-'will result in increases

in grain yield for wheat in

areas where late season drought

limits the grain fîlling period.

They consider that selecting for higher seed weight will not be as effective at increasing

total grain yield because it is poorly correlated to yield and inversely correlated to

seeds

a

m-.
Slafer et al. (1999) theorized that fufher reduction ofplant height and increases in

HI will not effectively increase yield. Above

a certain value

of HI there will be a negative

effect on yield because of the continued reduction in photosynthetic tissue. Instead, this
group suggests breeding for increased biomass production while maintaining a high HI
and optimum height would best accomplish yield gains by this method

importance

of

maintaining an optimum plant height and

HI

in the future. The

was demonstrated by

Cuthbert et al. (2008). Plant height, determined by the Rht-BLb locus, was shown to have

a large effect on grain yield. Reduced plant height explained 6.7Vo of the variation in

yield and led to a3.47o increase in yield over the population mean.

After the discovery and addition of semi-dwarf genes in wheat, breeding efforts
have increased the number of genes with additive effects to increase yield. Quantitative

Trait Loci (QTL) analysis for complex traits such as yield are the next step to identifying

these additive genes controlling the above mentioned processes and increasing
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productivity (Cuthbert et al. 2008, Kato et al. 2000; Kumar et aL.2007; Kuchel er al.
2007).

Crop breeding usually consists of simple, three way, four way, or backcrossing
approaches. Many selection methods are used

to identify lines that will be

advanced

through the program and those that should be discarded. Specific selection procedures are
determined based on the timelines to completion, the type of trait being incorporated and
the amount of resources and funds available. Although much effort has been put forth to
determine a proper selection scheme for a breeding program (i.e. bulk, pedigree, single
seed descent etc.) a study

by Singh et al. (1998) showed that the parents of the crosses

were more influential on the progeny outcome than the selection procedure. Thus, this
study proposed a selected bulk-breeding scheme that involved single spike bulking of
plants until F5 or F6 when individual spikes were selected and harvested. This method
reduced resources and maintained more

of the genetic variation than early generation

selection.

Apart from traditional crosses to increase genetic variation, wide crosses with
wild relatives of wheat to incorporate alien translocations of chromatin may also play

a

role in increasing yield. These types of translocation are promising, one from Agropyron
elongatum involving 7DL.7Ag associated with a leaf rust resistance gene, Lr19, has been
shown to increase yield, biomass and grain number by lO-ISVo in multiple backgrounds

(Reynolds et aL 2OOl). V/ide crosses

of wheat with Triticum dicoccoides

(tetraploid

wheat ancestor) have identified the non-glaucous trait that is associated with the stay
green characteristic which leads

to a longer grain filling period and increased yield

(Simmonds et al. 2008). This method of crossing must be guided with a well-defined
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strategy

to fully utilize the approximately 7400 wild relative germplasm

available worldwide (Reynolds et aL.2009).

accessions
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3.0 MOLECULAR CHARACTERIZATION OF THE AGP.L GENES IN WINTER

AND SPRING WHEAT (Triticum aestivumL.)

3.L Abstract

The large subunit of adenosine diphosphate glucose
(AGPase), the rate limiting enzyme
encoded

in starch biosynthesis in

pyrophosphorylase

Triticum aestivum, is

by the adenosine diphosphate glucose pyrophosphorylase large subunit gene

(AGP-L). Recent interest

in bioethanol production using wheat as a feedstock

has

prompted the search for sequence variation in starch biosynthesis genes associated with

high percent starch. Triticum aestivum L. is an allohexaploid crop with three related
genomes making isolation and sequencing

of

genome specific

DNA to

detect

polymorphisms difficult. On the basis of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and
insertions/deletions (indels), genome specific primers were developed and used for
sequencing three AGP-L genes

in 48 diverse spring and winter wheat

lines. Five

haplotypes were identified for the AGP-L-l8 gene. One and two haplotypes were found

for the AGP-L-ID and -14 genes, respectively. In the AGP-L-IB sequence, all nine
indels among the forty eight genotypes were located in the non coding regions while nine

of the seventy SNPs were synonymous mutations in the coding region. Yield and yield
components as well as percent starch were measured on the forty eight lines. TASSEL

software, using a general linear model

to

associate phenotypic and genotypic data,

identified 15 polymorphic sites that have a significant association with seeds per spike
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and thousand kernel

weight. Further study is needed to determine the potential for use of

this association for early generation marker assisted selection.

3.2Introduction
Breeding for increased starch content in winter wheat has become important due
to the demand for a high starch, high yielding and disease free fermentable feedstock for
ethanol production in'Western Canada. 'Winter wheat is the best alternative to corn for a
starch based ethanol feedstock because

it is higher yielding than spring wheat in Western

Canada (Statistics Canada 2008). Initiation

content and yield for the purpose
sequence variation

of a breeding program to

increase starch

of ethanol production requires an assessment of

in the genes encoding enzymes of the starch pathway. Variation in

these important enzymes can lead to changes

in seed sink strength that cause changes in

yield and percent starch in the cereal seed (Smidansky et aL.2002; Sakulsingharoj et al.
2004; Smidansky et al. 2003, Stark et al. 1992).

genes

is best achieved in a selection of

A

search

for natural variation in these

genotypes ranging

in yield and starch

characteristics.

The synthesis

of

starch takes place within the plastids

of plant cells in

photosynthetic organelles (chloroplasts) or non-photosynthetic organelles (amyloplasts)
(Burton et aL.2002). Adenosine diphosphate glucose pyrophosphorylase (AGPase) is the
rate limiting enzyme in the starch biosynthesis pathway and catalyzes the reaction that

joins adenosine triphosphate (ATP) and glucose-l-phosphate to form ADP-glucose that
can be added to starch chains (Stark et al. 1992; Hannah 1997). AGPase is comprised

of

four subunits, two large subunits (encoded by AGP-L genes) and two small subunits

aa

JJ

(encoded by AGP-S genes). Although starch chains are elongated in the plastids of the
cells in most cereals, AGPase is found to be most active in the cytosol of endosperm cells

(Beckles et al. 2001; Burton

et"

al. 2002). Manipulations of the AGPase target locations

within the endosperm of rice revealed that targeting constructs to the cytoplasm had

a

larger effect on seed weight than targeting to the amyloplast (Sakulsingharoj 2004).I1
cytosolic and plastidial isozymes of AGPase exist, then there must be a transmembrane

protein carrier in the amyloplast membrane that transports ADP-glucose (Kleczkowski
1996). The AGP-L subunit has previously been described to be 460 amino acids long

with a 62 amino acid transit peptide. This was deduced from cDNA clones corresponding

to the D genome. In wheat, the three homoeologous transcripts are targeted to different
tissues. Copies of AGP-L-IA can be found in the leaf and endosperm tissue while AGP-

L-lB

and AGP-L-1D can only be found in the endosperm (Thorneycroft et al. ZO03).

The AGP-L genes are iocated on group 1 chromosomes of cortmon wheat in
triplicate sets of single-copy homoeoloci (Ainsworth et al. 1995). The three genomes

convey identical proteins but differ

in the 3'

untranslated region

of the gene.

Manipulations of these genes have been shown to increase total seed weight in cereal
species. In rice, increases of up

to ITVo in seed weight

have resulted from transformation

with an Escherichia coli glgC triple mutant AGPase construct gene that is allosterically
insensitive (Sakulsingharoj

et al. 2004). Rice was transformed with a modified

maize

AGP-L subunit gene with a decreased sensitivity to negative inhibitors and improved
binding stability between the large and small subunits. This construct was accompanied

by an endosperm specific promoter and was shown to increase

seed weight plant-l by

207o over untransformed plants (Smidansky et al. 2003). The same construct was used

in
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wheat and resulted in an average of 38Vo increase in seed weight plant-l due to increased
seed sink strength (Smidansky et al. 2OOZ).

Yield components including seeds spike-l, spikes plant-l and thousand kernel
weight (TKW) are measured to determine total yield of a crop (Slafer et al. 1999). These
characteristics can be associated with enzyme activity and percent starch. Jiang et al.

(2003) found that superior grains (large basal grains on the middle spikelets) had higher
AGPase activities and higher starch accumulation rates than smaller inferior grains (distal
kernels on middle spikelets or grain on basal and distal spikelets).
'When

sequence variation exists between alleles at specific loci, these differences

can be associated with particular phenotypes through association mapping (Flint-Garcia

et aI.2OO3). The sweet phenotype in maize was strongly linked to a single SNP in the sul
locus that conferred a single amino acid change (Whitt et al.20O2). Previously, there has
been little variation identified within cereal AGP-L loci (Mani cacci 2001, Blake et al.
2004,

whitr et al. 2002).
The objective of this study was to determine if natural variation in the AGP-L loci

was present

in a large selection of diverse wheat

genotypes and

if

this variation was

associated with yield components of winter wheat.

3.3 Materials and Methods

3.3.1

Initial Genome

SpecifTc

Primer Design

Primers were designed to span the coding region of the AGP-L gene in the three
genomes

of wheat consisting of 1569 base pairs (bp) of exon. Alignment of three partial
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AGP-L sequences from the A,

B

and

D

genomes (GenBank@ nucleotide database

accession numbers AY589009, 4Y589012 and AY589010, accessed through National
Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) (2009)) with a

from the

B

full length gene sequenco

genome (GenBank@ nucleotide database accession number AJ563452,

accessed through

NCBI (2009)) showed the differences in

base

pair sequence between

genomes that could be used

for genome specific primer binding sites. Approximately

1650 base pairs downstream

of the start codon in Intron 4 was an appropriate region for

primer design. This region has many SNPs and indels among the genomes. Primers were
designed using Primer 3 v.0.4.0 (Rozen and Skaletsky 2000) ro run at a Tm of 60"C. Six

primer pairs were chosen to carry out the initial amplification of Regions

I

and 2

upstream and downstream of the polymorphic region of primer design (Table 3.1). The

forward primer for Region 1A and 1B was not specific but the paired primers conveyed

sufficient specificity for the reaction to yield genome specific results. Selected primers
were used in polymerase chain reactions (PCR) to determine

if all the genotype

genes

could be amplified using the primers. A complete list of genotypes and their countries of
origin can be seen in Table 3.2.

3.3.2 DNA extraction

DNA extraction of the 48

genotypes

was conducted using cetyl

trimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) extraction buffer. Frozen tissue samples were
ground with a mortar and pestle in liquid nitrogen and placed in chilled 15 rnl plastic
tubes. A volume of 5 mI of CTAB buffer was added followed by 15
¡rl of proteinase K

stock solution (20 mg/ml) and incubated at 60"C for 30 minutes. A volume of 5 mt of

(24:l) Chloroform:Isoamyl Alcohol was

added to the tubes and mixed on a rotary mixer
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Table 3.L. Genome specific primer pair sequences, product length and annealing temperatures for amplification and sequencing of
AGP-L- 14, AGP-L- 18. AGP-L-ID senes.
Region
Name

Product
Length
Forward

1B
Re
Re

on 2A
ON

2B

ON2D
Resion 3A
Reeion 3B
iOn

3D

Reverse

CAGAAGGGGAAACAGCAAAG^

CATGCAGATGTACAAGTATCCAGA
CACCTTTCCCACTCTTCCAC CCATGTGCTCCTAGATACTCTTCTC
AGAGTACTATCTAGGAGCACATGACC CGCCTTCTCTTTCAGTCTCGA
TTGAGGTGAGAAGAGTACTATCTGGA CGCAGAGGTTGTCGCG
GAGAAGAGTATCTAGGAGCACATGG CAGCCTCTTATTTATTACAGGGGA
CCTCCCTTAATCGTCACATTCAT CAGAAACTAGACCTCATTCAAGATGTAG
CAACCTCAAGGCTATCAGTGG CATAJqATAAGGATCTGGGATGTAGAAC
GCAGTTCAACTCGGCCTCT CAACAITAT{AGGAAGATACAACTCATAJAAC

uNon-genomespecificprimersusedtoamptir¡'o'rrrnorettranonegenome,spe

Annealing
Temperature
"C

1700
1650
1600

2200
2000
2200
850

825
675

60

60
58
60
60
6
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Table 3.2. Genotype names, numbers, country of origin and growth
habits.

Genotype

number

Genotype name Country Growth Habit
AC* Foremost
Canada
Spring
AC Andrew
Canada
Spring
Superb
Canada
Spring
CDC** Kestrel Canada
Winter
Fredrick
Canada
Winter
Hoffman
Canada
Spring
Claire
UK
Winter

UK
Napier
UK
Wizard
UK
Maris Huntsman UK
Consort
UK
Fresco

10
11

12

Winter
Winter
Winter
Winter
'Winter

t3
I4

Buteo

Germany

Windsor

Germany

15

Pegassos

Germany

t6

Contur

Germany

l7

Cubus

Germany

18
19

Malcolm
Whirebird

20

Pomerelle

2L

Yecora Rojo

22

Winter
Winter

China

Spring

Canada

Spring

Canada

Spring

27

MacVicar
Madsen
Chinese Spring
Biggar
CDC Makwa
Columbus

USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA

Canada

Spring

28

Genesis

Canada

Spring

29

Oslo

Canada

Spring

30

Roblin

Canada

3t

Harus

Canada

Spring
'Winter

32

Norstar

Canada

õõ
JJ

Webster

Canada

34
35

Alpowa
Blanca

36

Penawawa

37

Sharp

USA
USA
USA
USA

23

24
25
26

Winter
'Winter
'Winter

Winter
Winter
Winter
Spring
Spring
Spring

Winter
Winter
Spring
Spring
Spring
Spring

38

38

Cardinal

USA

Winter

39

Canada

USA

Spring
'Winter

41

AC Reed
Titan
Biscay

42

Contra

Germany

43

Dekan

Germany

44

Greif

Germany

45

Record

Germany

46

Hussar

UK

47
48

Manitou
Cutler

Canada
Canada

40

Winter
Winter
Winter
Winter
Winter
Winter

Germany

Spring
Spring

*Agriculture Canada, t *Crop Development Centre, UK-United
Kingdom, USA-United States of America.

for 30 minutes. The tubes were centrifuged at 3130 x g for 5 minutes and the upper
aqueous phase transferred to a new 15
10 mg RNase/ml

ml tube where 5 pl

of

RNase

A (concentration of

buffer) was added. After incubating for 30 minutes at room temperature

5 ml of cold I00Vo isopropyl alcohol was added and again tubes were incubated for 30
minutes at 4"C. DNA was scooped out with a glass hook and placed
centrifuge tube containing

in a

1.5 mt

I ml of 70Vo ethanol. The DNA pellet was washed twice by

centrifuging at 6708 x g and removing the ethanol. After the pellet was clean it was dried

in a Savant@ DNA 120 SpeedVac Concentrator at low drying rate for 10 minutes. The
dried pellet was re-suspended in 0.5M Tris ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) pH
8.0 buffer.

A sufficient amount of buffer (100-400

¡.ll depending on pellet size) was added

to redissolve the pellet of each sample and incubated at room temperature for 30 minutes
before being placed in a 4"C cooler for short term storage.

Genomic

DNA (gDNA) templates were prepared for

measuring the concentration

subsequent PCRs by

of each sample using the Ultrospec 3100pro UV/Visible

spectrophotometer reading at 260 nm and 280 nm wavelengths. From the stock gDNA,
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an amount ranging from

7 to 19 pl

was diluted

in 200 ¡rl of water to

obtain

concentration of 4Ong/¡^r,l for working stock.

3.3.3 PCR amplification

Nullisomic-tetrasomic Chinese spring lines were used in PCRs to determine genome

specificity with the following conditions: initial denaturing 94"C

for 5

minutes,

denaturing 95"C for 30 seconds, primer annealing 60"C for 30 seconds, extension 72"C

for 2 minutes, final extension 72"C for 10 minutes. PCRs were carried out in a 25

p.I

volume containing 200 ng of genomic DNA template, 2.5 ¡t"I10X Fermentas PCR buffer,
1.5 pl Fermentas MgCl2, 1 ¡rl each

of 15 pM forward

and reverse primers, 0.15 ¡rl

of 5

units/¡rl Fermentas Taq polymerase and 11.85 pt ddH2O. The PCR product was verified
on a 150 nl. lVo agarose gel containingT.5 p"l IVo ethidium bromide (EtBr) that was run

in a horizontal electrophoresis unit for 70 minutes at 110 volts. The gels were visualized
with a Molecular

Imager@ GelDocrMXR 170-8170

and analyzed using Quantity

One@

v

4.6.2 computer software. To optimize PCRs, MgCl2 concentrations and primer annealing
temperatures wero modified. Screening of the 48 genotypes was carried out using the
same PCR protocol, but separation of PCR produces was carried out on a 350 rttl lVo
agarose gel containing 17.5

pl EtBr in a larger horizontal electrophoresis gel tray at I4O

mAmps for 65 minutes.

3.3.4 Sequencing Preparation and Protocols

To generate sufficient samples for sequencing of fragments that were amplified

from the genotypes listed in Table 3.2, two 25 ¡tI PCRs were generated using the
appropriate primer pairs and combined for a total sample size of 50 pl for purification.
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Each combined sample was added

to the plate and dried in a

MultiScreen@ Vacuum Manifold. Samples and wells were washed

vacuum using

a

with 60 ¡rl of water to

rinse sides of the well. This rinse water was pulled through the membrane and dried
under the vacuum manifold. To each well, 50 ¡rl of water was added and the plate was
placed on a plate shaker on low for 10 minutes. Each sample was mixed in the well with
the pipette and transferred to a fresh 96 well plate. From this sample,2 Wl was run on a
350 rnt l7o agarose gel containing I7.5 ¡rl EtBr to detect

DNA

concentration

if the fragment

was present. The

was confirmed with an Ultrospec 3100pro UV/Visible

spectrophotometer reading at 260 nm and 280 nm wavelengths. Optimal concentration

for the sequencing reaction was 25-50 nglVl. Samples that did not meet this concentration
were dried down in the SpeedVac DNA concentrator or diluted with water or the PCR
was repeated and purification performed again.

Samples were sequenced

at Plant Biotechnology Institute using an Applied

Biosystems 3730xL DNA sequencer and Applied Biosystems BigDye Terminator v3.1

cycle sequencing kit. Data was collected with Data Collection software v3.0

and

Sequence Analysis software v5.2. Cycle sequencing reactions were carried out using 4
¡rl

Ready Reaction Premix 2 ¡rl BigDye Sequencing buffer, 3.2 pmol primer, 50 ng pcR
product, and water to 20 ¡.ll total volume. Reaction conditions were as follows: 96'C for
10 seconds, 50"C for 5 seconds,

60'c for 4 minutes; for 25 cycles in a GeneAmp@ pCR

System. Reactions were purified by adding 5

pl of

125

mM EDTA and 60

gt"l

of

IOOVo

ethanol, sealing and inverting samples, incubating at room temperature for 15 minutes,

inverting and then spinning plate at 185 x g to remove liquid, adding 60 ¡rl of
ethanol, centrifuging at 4"C at 1650

x g for

15 minutes and resuspending

TOVo

in injection

4I
buffer. Results were posted at a secure website for downloading.

All sequencing

was

repeated once to ensure reliable nucleotide readings.

3.3.5 Sequence Assembly and Primer Design.

Four sequences from Regions 1 and 2 of the genotype Chinese Spring were
aligned with published 1B sequence (Accession

#

AJ563452) in BioEdit v7.0.4.1 using

the pairwise alignment option. An approximate 75 base gap was found between Regions

1 and 2.

^ll

contigs were aligned

to

search

for

haplotypes within each genome.

Representatives from each haplotype were chosen and A,

B and D genomes were aligned

to find SNPs to design genome specific primers from using the Primer3 program (Rozen
2000). These primers (Table 3.1) were used to amplify the75 base pair gap, Region 3, in
a PCR and then used

for sequencing (Figure 3.1).

A 23 base gap between forward

and reverse sequences in Region 2 of all three

genomes was due to the large size of the initial fragment to be sequenced (Figure 3.1).

New primers were designed using PRIDE v1.2 (Haas 2006) programming based on the
aligned sequences for the forward and reverse reads from Region 2. These primers can be
seen

in Table 3.3 in the region designated GAP 24, -B and -D. These primers did not

need to be genome specific and were used for sequencing the remainder of the individual
genome PCR fragments.

Region

t

had a 400 base overlap for

A

and

D

genomes but had a truncated

forward sequence for the B genome due to a single nucleotide repeat of 15-16 adenosine
bases (Figure 3.1). Thus, only reverse sequences
Sequence Alignment Editor

of Region 2B were aligned in BioEdit

v7.0.4.L and new primers were designed using the PRIDE v
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Table 3'3' Primer pairs and single primers.used to sequence
the gaps between forward and reverse sequence reads from
initial genome- specifîc sequeniing with primers in Table ã.i. pri-"rs
listed are not genome specific and were
Region

Name ffi

cnp zo

Reverse

ccrccrAm

Annealing

@ 58---.--
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3.3.6 Phenotypic Data Collection.

Seven plants of each of the winter genotypes were pre-germinated
and seeded into

root trainers (13 cm deep x 2.5 cm x 2.5 cm) containing

Sunshine@

potting Mix and

grown in the growth room at 18'C night and Zl"C day temperature
for three weeks. The

plants were trimmed and sprayed with Tilt@ (Appendix 1),
containing 250 gtL
propiconazole, and vernalized for 8 weeks at 4'C. At week
4 the plants were fertilized

with

Plant-Prod@

all purpose 20-20-20 soluble fertllizer. Two weeks before the winter

wheat genotypes were to be removed from vernal ization, the
spring genotypes were pre-

germinated and sown into root trainers and kept in the growth
room for three weeks.

After the eighth week of the vernalization period the plants were returned
to the growth
room for one week.

All

genotypes were transplanted into one litre pots on the same
day

and placed on two greenhouse benches based on growth habit.

All the plants were staked

at the jointing stage. Spikes were harvested when seeds were dry enough
to thresh
without damaging them. This occurred over a period of three weeks
to prevent shattering
losses and to ensure seeds had reached physiological maturity.
Spikes were counted,
bagged and threshed by hand when completely dry. Total grain
samples and 100 seed
samples were weighed and recorded.

3.3.7 Total Starch Analysis

Percent starch was determined using

a

Total

Starch Assay

Procedure

(amyloglucosidase/u,-amylase method) from Megazymeol.
Whole sound kernels were

I

Megazymelnternational Ireland Limited 200g.BrayBusiness park,
Bray co. wicklow, I¡eland.
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milled in a cyclone sample

Mill with a 0.5 mm flour

screen. Moisture content was

determined by weighing envelopes containing
samples and then placing in a drying
oven

for one hour at 130" celsius. Envelopes and
samples were weighed immediately after
upon removal from the oven. Percent
moisture was calculated by taking the weight
prior

to drying minus the weight after drying divided
by the weight before drying. The

vo

moisture content ranged from 1 lTo to LZVo.

Approximately 100 mg of flour was weighed
and added to a glass test tube. Ao.2
ml volume of Sovo v/v ethanol was added to the
tube and the tube vortexed at 1500 rpm
until the flour was dissolved into a smooth slurry.
Then, 3 ml of thermostable c,-amylase
(provided in kit) was added and tubes
were incubated for 6 minutes in a boiling
water
bath with vortexing at

0,2,4

and' 6

minutes. Tubes were transferred to a 50"c
water bath

to equilibrate for 5 minutes, then 0.1 ml of
amyloglucosidase (provided in kit) was
added
and tubes were vortexed before being incubated
for 30 minutes at 50.C. Tubes were
gently swirled at 15 minutes. contents
of the tubes were transferred to 100 ml volumetric

flasks and adjusted to 100 ml with double
disrilled (dd) H2o. The solution was mixed
using a plastic squeeze pipette and approximately
1 mI was transferred to 1.5 mI
centrifuge tubes' The samples were centrifuged
at 14000 x g for 10 minutes. Duplicate
aliquots (0'1 rrìl) of the clear diluted solution
was transferred to plastic test tubes.
A
volume of 3 ml of GoPoD Reagent (consisting
of glucose oxidase, peroxidise and, 4aminoantipyrine

in potassium phosphate buffer, p-hydroxyb

azide) was added to each tube.

enzoic acid and sodium

A D-glucose control was made using 0.1 rnt of
D-glucose

(lmgirnl provided in kit) and 3 ml GoPoD
Reagent and a blank solurion consisting
of

0'1 ml ddHto and 3'0 mt of GoPoD Reagent.
Samples, control and blank were
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incubated in a 50"C water bath for 20 minutes. Tubes were cooled in an ice bath for 2
minutes before reading the absorbance at 510 nm against the reagent blank.

3.4 Results

3.4.L Genome Specificity.

PCR products were separated on l7o agarose gels using electrophoresis. The first
stage was to design genome specific primers for

AGP-L Regions !

and

2. Figure 3.2 A-C

shows bands generated from primers that wore genome specific for Region

1.

For

example in Figure 3.2. A, the forward and reverse primers were specific for chromosome

1A because they failed to amplify a band in the Chinese Spring nulli-tetrasomic line that
is nullisomic for chromosome 14. Figure 3.2D-F shows genome specific bands that were

specific to Region 2. Several primer pairs were designed and screened and six were
chosen based on the product length and strength

of the band signal (TabÌe 3.1).

electrophoresis images were enhanced to determine

if double

estimate the amount of background noise in the sample.

If

Gel

bands were present and to

several faint bands were seen

in the lane the primers were not used as this may affect the purification and sequencing
process. After sequencing results were obtained from PCR amptified fragments
of

Regions 1 and 2, Region 3 primers were developed to sequence the space between
Regions

I

and2 (Table 3.1). Figure 3.2 G-Ishows genome specific bands for Region 3.

Once partial genome specific sequence for all 48 genotypes were obtained for

Regions 1,2 and 3, primers were designed to sequence the gaps between the forward and
reverse reads of Region2A, -B and -D and Region 1B (Table 3.2).
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3.4.2 Screening Genotypes

DNA was extracted from 48 wheat genotypes and used in PCRs to determine

if

the genome specific primer pairs would amplify from each of the genotypes (Figures 3.3

and 3.4). One genotype, 'Winnetou', contained a sequence change within a primer
binding location of the B genome in both Regions 1 and 2 (Figure 3.3). A double band
was seen for this genotype when amplified with genome D specific primers for Region 1.

Therefore this genotype was not used and was replaced with genotype Pegassos. This
genotype showed the expected PCR product the genome specific primer pairs were used.

3.4.3 Sequence Analysis

Sequencing results showed no SNPs in the D genome among the 48 genotypes.
One SNP in intron three was found in genome A. This SNP was found in one haplotype

consisting of six genotypes. Genome B was the most diverse with 70 SNPs and nine

indels among the 48 genotypes. The SNPs and indels were concentrated in the third
intron of the gene (Table3.4).

Eight of the nine SNPs within the exon regions of genome B were parsimony
synonymous mutations that occurred

in more than one genotype

and one singleton

variable site that occurred only in Chinese Spring. All indels were located in introns and

did not affect the protein sequence (Table 3.4). Five distinct haplotypes were found
among the 48 genotypes based on the SNPs of AGP-L-IB. These haplotypes tended to

divide the genotypes by region of origin and growth habit (Table 3.5).
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3.3. Screening genome specific primer pairs with
genotypes l-24.Lane I and261KB plus ladder. Lanes2-25
correspond sequentially to genotypes I-24. Region l: A)
Genome A B) Genome B missing ''Winnetou' band in lane
16 indicated by arrow C) Genome D Region 2: D) Genome
A E) Genome B 'Winnetou' band in lane 16 indicated by
arrow F) Genome D Region 3 G) Genome A H) Genome B
I) Genome D. All missing or faint bands were rescreened
and shown to be present except 'Winnetou'.

Figure
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3.4. Screening genome specific primer
pairs with genotypes 25-48. Lane 1 and 26

Figure

1KB plus ladder. Lanes 2-25 conespond
sequentially to genotypes 25-48. Region 1: A)
Genome A B) Genome B missing C) Genome
D Region 2: D) Genome A E) Genome B F)
Genome D Region 3 G) Genome A H)
Genome B I) Genome D. All missing bands
were rescreened and shown to be present.
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Table 3.4. Single nucleotide potymorphisms (SNPs) and inserrion/deletion (Indel)
locations and sizes in AGP-L-l8. Nucleotide numbers correspond to those of
ices 4 and 5.

Exon

Exon

Number Location
446
626
655
676
706
1340

3
l1

SNP

Number
Number ofSNPs

t
S

lmon

S

monv svnonvmous
svnonvmous
monv svnon
parsimony synonymous

1349

2240

fnONY

2863

Intron

Intron

Nucleotide

Indel length

I

5

nucleotides
7,r

?

J

4

J

a
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1,10,I,5,45,4

6

1

T
1

S

parsimony synonymous

3.5. The distribution of haplotypes from selected
genotypes with reference to their region of origin and
glowth habit.
Haplotype
North American
European
'Winter
Spring
Winter
Table

T2

5

The

Chinese Spring

A, B

and

-

Spring Habit

D genomes were aligned for the genotype Chinese Spring

(Appendix 2). There were no sequence differences in the exons and each gene yielded the
same amino acid sequence. Several indels and SNPs

in the intron regions of AGP-L-lB,

AGP-L-14, AGP-L-1D distinguished between the three genomes. A feature in the second
intron of the genes set genome B apart. A 15-16 adenosine repeat truncated the sequence
of AGP-L-IB but not AGP-L-IA or AGP-L-ID.
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Using the DnaSP program, Watterson estimator,

o*, and æ statistics were

calculated that illustrate the amount of nucleotide diversity in the gene of the selected
sequences. Watterson estimator summarizes the mutation rate of the population based on

the number of segregating sites. The pairwise diversity statistic uses the average number

of differences between two

sequences

The AGP-L-IA gene shows a o* and

in a selection of genotypes to estimate diversity.

æ

value of 0.00006 and 0.00006 respectively while

the D genome has zero sequence diversity (Table 3.6). AGP-L-IB has a diversity of
0.0048 and 0.00674 for
sequence diversity

is

o*,

and n respectively.

Tajima's D measures the probability that

based on natural evolutionary changes versus influenced by

selection and breeding pressure. The value

of

2.01131

is not significant

(P>0.05)

indicating little recombination in the gene due to selection.

Table 3.6. Estimates of nucleotide diversity and test statistics in AGP-L DNA sequence
from 48 wheat genotypes

Genome .su

Hpo

TE"

od

SNP Frequency

Exon
0

Intron
1 in 2048 bp
I in 33.9

D"

A
2 0.00006 0.00006
B
70 5 0.00674 0.00448 t in I75.6bp
bp 2.01131ns
D
0
10
u
number of segregating sites, o number of haplotypes identified, " the pairwise
diversity, d the diversity based on the number of segregating sites ('Watterson
estimator), " Tajima's test for neutrality.

AGP-L-IB had the highest frequency of SNPs in the introns of the gene with

1

SNP per 33.9 nucleotides and in the exons there was 1 SNP per L75.6 nucleotides. The
frequency of SNPs in the exons in AGP-L-IA and AGP-L-ID and the introns of AGP-L1D was zero and in the introns of AGP-L-lA there was

I

SNP in 2048 nucleotides.
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3.4.4Phenotypic Data.
Data from the 48 genotypes grown in the greenhouse and means of the following
variables were determined for each genotype: spike number plant-l, seed weight plant-l,
seed number spike-I, seed weight spike-l, thousand kernel weight (TKW) and percent

total starch (dry basis) (Appendix 3). Material was harvested over th¡ee harvest dates to
reduce shattering losses while late tillers matured. Table 3.7 shows the ranges of each

trait in the form of minimum and maximum values. Based on the coefficient of variation
(CV) the most variable yield component measured in the 48 genotypes was seed weight
plant-l (CV 31) while the least variable component was percent total starch (CV 4.77).

The spring genotypes were on average lower yielding (18.34 g plant-l) than winter
genotypes (24.56 g plant-r) tikely due to the lower number of spikes plant-r and seeds
spike-l (Appendix 4).

Table 3.7. Mean agronomic data from 48 genotypes grown under greenhouse conditions.
Spikes Seed weight Seeds Seed weight
Vo Total Starch
plant-l plant'l (g) spike'l spike-r TKW" (dry basis)
Mean
ll.T4
43.31
1.99 46.54
69.0s
Median
10.80
20.75
4r.28
r.95
46.50
69.01
StDevo
2.913
6.78
9.381
0.45
8.75
3.29
CV.
26.t4
3t
2T.63
22.63
18.80
4.77
Minimum
6.40
r0.47
27.06
r.t4
27.75
6r.59
Maximum 18.80
43.55
64.84
3.32
71.20
75.66
uthousand
kernel weight, b standard deviation, ' coefficient of variation.

2r.84

3.4.5 Linkage Association.

The mean data from the greenhouse experiment were combined with the sequence
data and used to conduct the general linear model analysis in TASSEL v 2.0. Data were
analyzed as a complete set and then partitioned according to growth habit to account

for
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any effect of population structure. As a complete set of 48 genotypes, 16 polymorphic
sites were significantly associated with TKW and the same 16 sites were significantly

associated

with seed weighr spike-l (Table 3.8). when rhe high TKW

genotype,

'Webster', is removed from the analysis, the number of significant sites change and are

shown as bolded sites

in table 3.8. Polymorphic

nucleotide sites 2242, 2865, 309I

(Appendix 5) were the most significantly associated with TKW (P-value=0.000859).
These three sites distinguished Haplotype 4 and Chinese Spring (Haplotype 5) from the

population (Appendix 5). The mean seeds spike-r and TKW for Haplotype 4 and 5 are
47.37 seeds and 41.10 g respectively and the remaining haplotypes have a mean o14I.7l
seeds and 49.29

g respectively (Appendix 4). Nucleotide sites, 2242 and 2865,

are

located in exon eight and eleven respectively and convey synonymous SNPs. Site 2242
and 2865 in Haplotypes L,2 and 3 are C T and A C in Haplotypes

4 and 5. Site 3091 is

located in intron thirteen as a thiamine base in Haplotypes 1-3 and a cytosine base in
Haplotypes 4 and 5 (Appendix 5).

Table 3.8. Association mapping results from 48 genotypes indicating significance
levels of associations between polymorphic sites and traits using the general
linear model. Polymorphic^ sites indicated by nucleotide numbers that
correspond to Appendix 5. R'-coefficient of determination.
Trait
Pol
hic Sites (nucleotide location
F-value
R2
Seeds spike26,42,123,r50,T5 1,r57,1047,1059,
4.80x
.0945
106 1, 1068, 1104,1109, 35 12

Thousand
weight

kernel

2242",2965",309L
26,42,123,I50,151,157,1047,1058,
106 1, 1068,

1

104,

1

5.22*

8.30x*

.1018

.1528

109,35 12

2242",2965",309L
12.J2*-.k* .2166
located in exons, all other sites located within introns. *significant âi
P<0.05 **Significant at P<0.01x{'* Significant at P<0.001. Bolded sites are
those that remain significant after the removal of genotype 33 ('V/ebster'.) from
the analysis.
osites
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In the spring wheat population only four sites remained significant compared to
the total genotype set. The sites,2242,2865 and 3091 remained significantly associated

with TKW (Table 3.9). Site 3136 groups Haplotypes 1 and 4 (Thiamine present at site
3136) and Haplotypes 2,
Haplotypes

Table

l

3

and

5

(Guanine presenr at sire 3t36). The TKW for

and4 and Haplotypes2,3, and 5 are44.28 g and 48.73 g, respectively.

3.9. Association mapping results from 2I

spring wheat genotypes

indicating significance levels of associations between polymorphic sites and
traits using the general linear model. Polymorphic sites indicated by

nucleotide numbðr coresponding

to Appendii 5.

R2-coefficient of

determination.

Trait

Polymorphic Sites (nucleotide location) F-value R2
Thousand kernel 2242u,2865^,309I
14.45'4t 0.432
weight
3136
7.2878* 0.2772
usites
located in exons, all other sites within introns. *significant at P<0.05,
txSignificant at P<0.01, *x*Significant at P<0.001

Polymorphic sites were more significantly associated with TKV/ and seeds spike-r

in the winter wheat population than the spring population. 'When the winter
were analyzed 13

of the 16 polymorphic

genotypes

sites from the total analysis remained

significantly associated with TKW. These associations were more significant (P<0.001)

with higher R2 values than when all genotypes were considered (Table 3.10).

Seeds

spike-l had significant associations with the same SNPs as the total data analysis.
However, when only winter genotypes were analysed site 3136 was also significantly
associated with seeds spike-1.
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Table 3.10. Association mapping results from 27 winter wheat genotypes with
and without genotype 33 ('Webster'). Significance levels of associations
between polymorphic sites and traits using the general linear model.
Polymorphic s^ites indicated by nucleotide numbers that correspond to
Appendix 5. R'-coefficient of determination.
Trait
Polymorphic s
1061,1068,1 104,1 109, 3512
2242^,2965u,3091

12.1346'4* 3269

3136
5.0605x
.1 683
Thousand kernel 26,42,123,L50, 1 5 1, I 57, 1047, I 058,
16.0332*** .3907
Weisht
106 1, 1068, 1104,1109, 35 12
ites located in exons, all other sites within introns. xsignifîcant at P<0.05,
ttsignificant at P<0.01, x*xsignificant at P<0.001. Bolded sites are those that
remain significantly associated after genotype 33 ('webster') is removed from
analysis.

3.5 Discussion

3.5.1 Gene Structure and Diversity

The objective of this study was to determine the sequence diversity of the genes
encoding the large subunit of ADP glucose pyrophosphorylase in wheat and to determine

if

these sequence polymorphisms were associated with

a high starch or high yield

phenotype. The AGP-L gene was sequenced in 48 genotypes with diverse pedigrees and

yield characteristics. The total coding region represented by the exons was 1580 bases
long in all three genomes. Previous studies determined the length of the coding region for

AGP-L-IB to be 1569 bases (Thorneycroft et al. 2003) which corresponds to the data
collected here when the first exon is modified to start at the ATG start codon (Appendix
6). The sequence spanned 3649 bases in the B genome, 3711 bases in the A genome and
3731 bases in the D genome. There were 15 introns and 15 exons identified in all three
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AGP-L genes. There were no non-synonymous mutations identified among the three
genomes or among the 48 genotypes and each gene had identical amino acid sequences.

This suggests that there is a high level of conservation in this gene among wheat
genotypes from different regions of development and among the two growth habits. Since

no variation was found in the coding region, it is assumed that the large subunit of the

AGP-L protein is identical among all genotypes studied but may or may not have
identical level

of

expression

an

or activity. Gene expression is controlled by promoter

sequences that were not characterized

in this study. Thus, associations with percent starch

or yield components would not be expected based on only the polymorphisms in

the

intron sequence. The three genomes differed in the intron region in the form of indels and
SNPs. Intron 3 contains a 50 base deletion in genomes A and D. These SNPs and indels
were expected as the three genomes were inherited from three different ancestors (Jauhar
2OO7).

Sequence diversity was highest

in the B genome (1 SNP in 33.9 bases). Blake et

al. (2004) also found that the B genome was the most diverse genome, however, the
frequency of SNPs was only

frequency

of

SNPs found

I in 672 bases when 12 accessions were sequenced.

in AGP-L-l8 in this study is higher

The

than polymorphism

frequency identified in other genes of Triticum aestivum (Bryan et aL. 1999; Somers et al.
2OO3; Blake et

al. 1999). The reason for the higher SNP detection in this study is three

fold. First, a larger number of accessions were sequenced in this study compared to other
published studies, which increases the chances of finding SNP variants. Second, the
genotypes

in this study were chosen from Canada, the United States,

Germany, the

United Kingdom and China and were selected with an approach to minimize the overlap
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of pedigrees. Last, the sequence used to compare the 48 genotypes in this project was
larger than those used by previous researchers and was from a def,rned source and known
location in the genome (not the case for studies using ESTs).

The history of the hexaploid wheat genome may partially explain the variation
among the three homoeologous group one AGP-L sequences. The

B

genome has the

highest nucleotide diversity (n=0.00674) and may be explained by its early incorporation

into Z. turgidum. Aegilops speltoides, the hypothesized donor of the B genome first
hybridized to Triticum monococcum (AA) to form Tríticum turgidum

2007). This would allow for more recombination

(AABB)

(Jauhar

to occur during the time that

T.

turgidum was cultivated as emmer wheat. The D genome was incorporated later to form

T. aestivum fuom Aegilops tauschii which may explain its low level of nucleotide
diversity (æ=0.00). The low diversity in genome D is supported by previous studies.
Blake et

aL.

(2004) found that the AGP-L-lD gene showed no SNPs among 12 accessions

of hexaploid wheat. Caldwell et al. (2004) identifTed a single SNP in 247 bases of AGP-

L-lD

sequenced from 550 EST accessions of hexaploid wheat.

Linkage analysis of the B genome revealed that there was significant LD for the
SNPs from site 595-1003. These sites were also in LD with sites 1342-1837 (P<0.0001).
These sites, represented by the large 400 base linkage block in the center of the LD plot

in Figure 3.5,

are highly correlated to one another and thus segregate together

in

the

population. Another linkage block exists between sites 1047-1108 and sites 26-157 and is
also significant (p<0.0001). These sites distinguish Haplotype 1 from the total group of
sequences. These

two groups exist on opposite sides of a large linkage block showing

that this correlation spans alarge portion of the gene. These data along with Tajima's test
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for neutrality (P>0.05) indicates that little variation has occurred in the gene due to
selection in breeding programs. An insignificant Tajima's D indicates that the variability
present is likely due to natural forces of evolution and not through the adaptation of the
species by early farmers and plant breeders. This suggests that there is potential to exploit

this gene if high starch or high yield alleles of AGP-L can be identified.

3.5.2 Association Mapping
Association mapping (AM) was carried out in TASSEL

v Z.O.There were

no

significant correlations between the AGP-L-IA SNP and yield components. Association
mapping was not performed on AGP-L-ID because no variation existed in the sequence.

Polymorphic sites in AGP-L-l8 were identified to be significantly correlated to seed
number spike-r and TKW. These two yield components are the basis

of the yield

calculation which is seeds per unit arqa multiplied by individual seed weight (Slafer et al.
1999). Association mapping can be confounded by non-random population structure that

may exist in the selection of genotypes for analysis (Flint-Garcia et al. 2003).In the case

of this study, the spring and winter habit was considered to be a potential mechanism that
could account for a non-random population structure. Therefore, AM was carried out on

the total selection of AGP-L-IB sequences and then the spring and winter genotypes
separately. Other possible sources of population structure may be from the countries of

origin and genotype relatedness. Although genotypes were chosen to minimize overlap of
pedigrees, some parental genotypes were corìmon to more than one genotype sequenced

in this study. This paper does not investigate further sources of population structure.

6T

When winter and spring genotypes were analyzed together 16 sites

were

significantly (P<0.05) associated with seeds spike-l. TKW was associated with 13 sites at
P<0.01 and 3 sites at P<0.001. Two sites coÍrmon to both TK\

i

and seeds spike-l were

synonymous mutations within the coding region. Thirteen of the sixteen sites (Table 3.8)
associated

with seeds spike-l and TKV/ were based on the sequence differences of three

genotypes in Haplotype

and TKW was due
genotypes

I (Appendix 5). The association seen between the thirteen sites

to the high TKW variant 'Webster' (Appendix 3). The three

in Haplotype 1 consist of two spring

types and one winter. No recent

commonality in their pedigrees could be found. Sharp (spring genotype 37) was bred in
the USA while 'Webster' (winter genotype 33) and Superb (spring genotype 3) were both

bred in Canada. These three genotypes do not represent the genotypes with the highest

TKW. There are ten genotypes that have higher TKW than 'superb' (50.339) (Appendix

3). 'Webster' and 'superb' are two of the lowest

seeds spike-l genotypes

but 'Sharp'

(39.91seeds spike-r¡ is near the mean (43.31seeds spike-r¡. Therefore, these thirteen sites
may not be significantly biologically associated with

rKW

and seeds spike-r.

When the genotype 'Webster' is not included in the total analysis only sites 2242,

2865 and 3091 remained significantly associated with TKW and seeds spike-r. These

three sites distinguish Haplotypes
Haplotypes

4

and

l, 2

and

3 (high TKw low

seed spike-r) from

5 (low TKW high seed spike-r). The yield components of TKW and

seeds spike-l compensate

for one another and in this case the two haplotypes are not

significantly different in overall yield and thus no sites were identified to be associated

with seed weight plant-I. There was no relationship between country of origin or growth
habit to distinguish the two groups of haplotypes from each other. Haplotypes

1,2 and 3
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consisted

of

14 spring and 17 winter genotypes and 23 North American and eight

European genotypes while Haplotypes

4

and 5 consisted

of six spring and ten winter

genotypes, seven from North America and nine from Europe and China.

One polymorphic site was masked in the total genotype analysis. Site 3136 is
significant in the individual spring wheat and winter wheat AM analysis at P<0.05. This

site was not indicated

in the combined

analysis possibly due

to the

non-random

population structure effect. However, when the high TKW variant ''Webster' was
removed from the total analysis, site 3136 became significant at P<0.05. This change in

significance was caused by the high TKW of ''Webster' that disproportionately affected
the overall mean of the haplotypes identifiedby site 3136. When'Webster'was present

the TKW and seeds spike-r means for the haplotypes identified were not significantly

different and there was no association identified. When 'Webster' was removed the
means of the haplotype changed and

it became significantly different than the contrasting

haplotype based on this site. It was important to analyze the population in several ways to
determine how robust the analysis was. By removing 'Webster',

it was shown that some

SNPs were more consistent for the population. However, 'Webster' is an important high

TKW genotype that requires further investigation.
The spring wheat

AM

analysis showed fewer significant associations than the

total analysis. TKW was associated with the same sites as in the total analysis without
'Webster' but because of a lower number of genotypes (i.e. only spring genotypes) the

sites were found to be less significant (P<0.01). Three sites (2242, 2865 and 3091)
explained 43.2Vo of the variation in TKW according to the coefficient of determination
(Table 3.9).
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The winter wheat AM analysis initially yielded more significant associations than
the spring wheat analysis because of the high TKW variant genotype 'Webster' (a winter

wheat). This genotype was the only remaining genotype

in Haplotype 1 when spring

genotypes were removed. 'When this genotype is omitted four sites remained significantly
associated with seeds spike-l but no significant associations remained for

TKW. The four

sites remaining divide the haplotypes into low and high seeds spike-l groups.

In summary the variation within the B genome though more significant than the A

or D genomes is not likely due to plant breeding and is likely due to the forces of
evolution and natural adaptation (Tajima's D P>0.05). However, high

TKw

and high

seeds spike-l associated SNP sites were identifTed and these mutations could be used in

marker assisted selection (MAS). The nucleotide sites most significantly associated with

TKW and seeds spike-l were 2242, 2865,3091 and 3136. These were also the most
biologically significant because they divided the 48 genotypes into two larger groups and
were not influenced by the high TKW variant 'Webster'. The sites identifìed to be
associated with TKW and seeds spike-l do not change the amino acid sequence of the

AGP-L subunit of AGPase. Thus, there is no obvious biological evidence to support these
significant associations. The most plausible explanation is that the LD identified in the

AGP-L-IB gene carries over into the promoter region or the

3' UTR

where more

polymorphisms may be present affecting transcript localization, transcription and
translation levels. Endosperm specific promoters of genes are responsible for regulation
of expression, tissue specific expression and developmental control over expression. Seed
storage protein promoters of cereals have been shown to convey differences in expression

levels based on regulatory sequence motifs (Muller and Knudsen 1993; Hammond-
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Kosack et al. 1993). The AGP-L gene promoters have already been shown to vary in their

control over the localization of AGP-L transcripts to different plant tissues in wheat
(Thorneycroft et al. 2003).If such variation exists among homoeologous copies of AGP-

L it is possible

variation exists within promoters of the same homoeologue among

a

selection of genotypes. Cytoplasmic changes in the poly-A tail length have been linked

with translational activation in higher eukaryotes (Wilkie et aI. 2003). There may

be

significant LD between the SNPs at 2242,2865,3091 and 3136 sites with the 3' UTR.
Another possibility is regulation of gene expression through intron sequences. Although
not well understood, intron mediated gene expression in plants has been shown to occur
(Rose 2008). This regulation can be positive or negative and is carried out through the
action of enhancer elements and alternative promoters in the first few introns of a gene.
Since the amino acid sequence of all the genotypes and homoeologues is identical

it is presumed that AGP-L is an important enzyme for the survival of the species through
seed propagation. The conserved sequence

of AGP-L may be in part influenced by

AGPases' heterotetramer structure in which amino acid changes have the potential to,
not only affect the active site of the enzyme, but also the ability of the subunits to bind to
one another (Smidansky et al. 2002). An important area of future research would be to
characterize the promoters and

3' UTRs of the AGP-L

genes in the selection of genotypes

to determine if there are differences in these sequences that are associated with TKW and
seeds spike-t. Comparisons

of homoeologous promoters may show the differences that

convey their differential expression. Also comparisons

to other endosperm

specific

promoters may point to mutations that could increase AGP-L expression. Another option

for future research into this gene as a source to increase yield would be to increase the
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variation

in the AGP-L-l8

gene through mutation and to further select plants from

mutant populations that segregate for high starch, high yield phenotypes.
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4.0 YIELD AND

YIELD COMPONENT ANALYSIS UNDER GREENHOUSE

AND FIELD CONDITIONS OF Triticum aestivum L.

4.l Abstract
Environment has

a

significant effect on yield and yield components. The

greenhouse is an environment that may be used to quantify yield and other important

traits. Agronomic characteristics can be evaluated in the greenhouse to associate with
sequence level polymorphisms

in molecular genetic studies. The objective of this study

was to assess the differences in yield and yield components of winter wheat under field

and greenhouse conditions. Greenhouse experiments (GH) were two

replicate

randomized complete block designs (RCBD) and field trials (FT) were conducted in three

locations across the Prairies in three and four replicate RCBD. Two breeding trials (A
and B) were used for a total of 79 genotypes. Greenhouse plants were measured for above

ground biomass, spikes plant-l, thousand kernel weight (TKW) and total seed weight
plant-I. From these data the following were calculated; seeds spike-I, harvest index (HI),
seeds plant-I, seed weight spike-l. In the

field, similar measurements were taken from two

0.5 meter row sections in each plot. Data were analyzed using the general linear model
procedure for individual and combined data for the greenhouse and field. Significant

location by genotype and run by genotype interaction effects were found for field and
greenhouse trials respectively. This was determined
because the interaction sums

sums

of

of

squares contributed

to be biologically

insig¡rificant

only a small proportion to the total

squares and because significant rank correlations were identifìed between
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locations or runs.

A

stepwise regression analysis showed that TKW, spike number and

seeds spike-l explained 96.94Vo and,98.39Vo of the variation in yield for the GH A and B
trials respectively. Stepwise regression of FTA and FTB including TKW, spikes plant-r
and seeds spike-l explained 94.22Vo and 95.3 I7o of the variation in yield respectively.
Spike number and TKW were significantly rank correlated between field and greenhouse

for Trials A and B. In Trial B, yield was significantly negatively rank correlated between

field and greenhouse. On the basis of regression analysis and rank correlations it

was

concluded that spike number and TKW were the most useful yield components for
prediction of field yield potential from greenhouse yield trial data.

4.2lntroduction
Interest in breeding winter wheat for use as a feedstock for the ethanol industry
has grown in areas where corn is not well adapted. Winter wheat is the best alternative to

corn or sugar cane for Western Canada because it is on average 40Vo htgher yielding than

spring wheat (Statistics Canada 2008). Breeding programs with the aim of supplying
cultivars for the ethanol industry require an evaluation of unadapted germplasm for use
parental lines. Identification

of high yield potential

evaluated under environments that lead

as

germplasm requires that they be

to expression of yield potential. In

Southern

Manitoba, it is difficult to evaluate the yield potential of germplasm that does not possess

sufficient winter hardiness to survive the harsh winter conditions. The effect of genetic
manipulations using recombinant DNA techniques would also need to be evaluated under

confined conditions in the greenhouse before they could be grown in the field. Thus
breeders are forced to use the greenhouse environment for yield assessments. Greenhouse
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environments are also used

in

some cases as an alternative season or for evaluating

cultivars for which only a small amount of seed is initially available. The response of

yield components to greenhouse environments is not well understood, nor is

the

correlation of yield components between the greenhouse and the fîeld.

Yield potential can be described physiologically or numerically. Physiologically,
yield is the product of radiation use efficiency, light intercepted and HI. In this paper, the
numerical yield components are more accurate to consider and thus the yield calculation

is the product of seeds plant-l and individual seed weight (Slafer et al. 1999). The yield
potential of a genotype is defined as the maximum yield obtained in the absence of
abiotic and biotic stresses (Singh and Trethowan 2007). Yietd potential of winter cereals

in the field can be particularly difficult to
months. Winter

kill, basically

caused

assess due

to the cold stress over the winter

by the formation of ice crystals in plant tissue and

the disruption of cell membranes, can be due to more than just cold temperatures (Braun

and Saulescu 2002). Factors such as late emergence leading to inadequate acclimation,
cold induced desiccation, freezelthaw cycles, frost heaving that exposes roots, and snow

mould all contribute to the extent and severity of winter

study

of low temperature

tolerance and

kill in a particular fîeld.

its control through vernalization

The

genes is

therefore an important aspect in winter cereal breeding programs (Mahfoozi et al. 2001).

The components that comprise yield (grain weight per unit area) are in complex
relationships with one another. These components are often negatively correlated to one
another, such that increasing the number
decrease the number

of seeds per spikelet

of spikelets per spike may

and thus no gains

simultaneously

in yield are made (Slafer et

al. 1996). Stresses that occur during the growing season will affect different components
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of yield. For example, thousand kernel weight (TKW) and seeds spike-l were affected
more by drought than the number of spikelets produced spike-l (Dencic et al. 2000). The

timing of these stresses is also important because yield components are determined

at

different developmental stages of wheat (Slafer et al. 1996). For example, the number of
spikelets spike-l is determined earlier than grains spike-r and individual grain weight

(TKW) thus stress at the spikelet initiation point of development would affect the number

of seeds per spikelet but not necessarily TKW. Severe stresses during germination

and

leaf initiation of the vegetative stage would have a negative effect on stand establishment
and thus plants m-2 but may not affect the number of spikes plant-l. During all stages of
development, stress

will affect overall grain yield.

Although greenhouse environments are more controlled than field environments,
there can still be significant variation from one trial to the next. How the greenhouse
environment affects yield and yield components in winter wheat is not well documented.
The objective of this study was to compare yield and yield components of 79 genotypes

of winter wheat measured under greenhouse and field conditions and to determine if
greenhouse yield component data can be used to predict yield components in the field.

4.3 Materials and Methods

4.3.1 Greenhouse Trial Setup

Greenhouse

Trial A (GHA) and Greenhouse Trial B (GHB) genotypes are listed

in Appendices 7 and 8. These genotypes were planted in a two replicate

randomized

complete block design (RCBD) where one greenhouse bench held one block. These trials
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were replicated

in two runs. Therefore, Run I

consisted

(designated GHA-I) and two blocks of GHB (designated
designated GHA-2 and

GHB-2. Appendix

of two

blocks

of

GHA

GI{B-l). Similarly, Run 2 was

10 provides the layout and randomizations

for

the greenhouse experiments. Seeds of the genotypes for GHA-I and GHB-I were
germinated in Petri plates and seeded on October

x 2.5 cm x 2.5 cm) containing

Sunshine@ Potting

lI,2007 into root trainers (13 cm deep
Mix (Appendix 9). Run 2 seeds were

germinated three weeks later. After three weeks from the initiation

of

germination,

(October 29) the plants were trimmed to three inches tall, the following day they were
sprayed with the broad spectrum fungicide, Tilt@ (Appendix 1), containing 250 g/Ipropiconazole, watered with Plant-Prod@
placed

all

purp ose 20-20-20 soluble

fertilizer

in a vernalization chamber set at 4' C with 12 hour light conditions for

and

eight

weeks. The plants were fertilized with 20-20-20 after four weeks of vernalization. After

eight weeks the seedlings were placed in a growth chamber with an 18"C daytime
temperature and a l4"C night temperature for one week at which time they were sprayed

with, Tilt@. Plant were transplanted to one-litre pots containing a Sunshine@ potting Mix
and sand mixture in a 3:1 ratio as well as Cornell Mix fertilizer (Appendix 10) one week

later. Immediately after transplanting, the plants were moved to the greenhouse with
controlled temperature of approximately 18oC:

I4C,

was provided by fluorescent light banks to provide

a

day:night. Supplemental lighting

a 16 hour day length. This

was

repeated three weeks later for Run 2 in which all conditions were the same.

The pots were arranged in an RCBD. The benches represented blocks with unique

environmental conditions (although each block was treated as uniformly as possible).
Each run consisted of two benches with four plants per genotype on each bench arranged

]T

in

a row from the edge to the centre

of the bench. The position of the genotypes within

each bench was randomized using a random number table. There were four benches per

run.

A buffer row of plants

was placed at both ends

inconsistent watering conditions

in

of the bench, as there were

these areas (Appendix 11). Benches were

automatically watered every second day by a timed flood irrigation system. This was
supplemented with hand watering as necessary.

All

benches were programmed to receive

the same amount of water.

4.3,2 Gr eenhouse Inputs

On January 28, 2008 Run

I

plants were sprayed with Tilt@ as powdery mildew

was observed. Aphids were observed and plants were treated with Admire@ (Appendix 1)
on February 22,2008. Two sulphur hot box pots were assembled and set to heat between

10:00pm and 5:00am to minimize the spread of powdery mildew. Run 1 plants were

fertilized with Plant-Prod@ all purpose 20-20-20 soluble fertilizer using a siphon hose for
three seconds per pot on February 28 and March 23,2008. Run 2 plants were fertilized in

the same way on March 23 and April 4, 2008. Run 1 plants were staked to prevent the
stems from breaking on March 20,2008 and Run 2 prants on

April

1, 200g.

4.3.3 Greenhouse Harvest

Plants required approximately four to five weeks to reach heading stage and

11

weeks for grain filling and drying. Watering ceased one week prior to harvesting Run

which occurred between May 5 and May

l,

1

2008. Fertile spikes were counted, cut and

bagged and the stem and leaf material was cut at the soil surface and bagged for each

individual plant. Green immature spikes were recorded separately. These samples were

t2
left on a warm air flow drying bed for one week to dry them to a uniform moisture
content. On May 15, 2008 the bags containing the above ground biomass and spikes were

weighed and recorded.

At this point, the leaf and stem material was discarded. The

harvest procedure was repeated for Run 2 on May 20 to May 23,2008.

All

samples were

threshed using a belt thresher and chaff was blown from the sample using a blower set to

prevent seed loss between June 4 to u ,2008. After threshing was completed each grain
sample was weighed for total weight (seed weight plant-l) and 100 seed weight was
determined to calculate TKW by multiplying by 10. Seed weight spike-lwas determined

by dividing the grain weight plant-r by the number of spikes plant-l. Seeds plant-l and
seeds spike-l were calculated by

dividing seed weight plant-r and spike-l by the weight of

one seed (100 seed weight divided

by 100).

4.3.4 Field Trial Setup

The

A

and B field trials were grown in three locations; Winnipeg MB, Carman

MB and Lethbridge AB. Winnipeg Trials A

and

B were seeded on September 11, 2001,

Carman trials were seeded on September 14,2007 and Lethbridge trials were seeded on

October I,2007 . The genotypes were arranged in an RCBD with three replications in the

Alberta trial and four replications in the Manitoba trials. Manitoba plots measured 3m x
1.2 m, each contained six plant rows giving a seeding density of approximately 1200
plants per plot. Lethbridge plots consisted of 4 rows spaced 23 cm apart by 3m. Fertilizer

(11-25-0) was applied at seeding at a rate of 35 kg/tra at each Manitoba location. In
Lethbridge, 58 kg/tra of P2O5 was incorporated prior to seeding. Soil tests were taken on
October 16 and 25,2007 in Carman and V/innipeg. On April 18, 2008 nitrogen fertilizer
(46-0-0) was broadcast applied at 113 kg/ha in Winnipeg and l70kglha in Carman to

-^
t3
reach a target of 150 kglha of N. Potassium Chloride (0-0-62) was broadcast applied at a
rate of 28kg/ha for Manitoba locations. In Lethbridge 88 kg/tra of N was broadcast in the

spring. The herbicide Badge@ lAppendix 1) was applied at

a rate of 1.24 Llha to

Winnipeg and Carman plots in May 2008 to control broadleaf weeds.
Sword@

A tank mix of

(Appendix 1) (1.5 L/tra) and Horizon@ (Appendix 1) (0.25 L/tra) herbicides were

applied in the spring in Lethbridge.

4.3.5 Field Trial Harvest

On August 5 and 6,2008 Winnipeg field plots were hand harvested by cutting a
50 cm section from the centre of the middle two rows at ground level with a hand scythe.
Each biomass sample was bagged and dried in the greenhouse. They could not be dried

on the drying beds because there were too many samples. On August
Lethbridge site was harvested and on August

2I,

2008 the

7 and 8, 2008 the Carman site was

harvested in the same manner. After three weeks on the greenhouse bench samples were
assumed

to be at an equilibrium moisture level. Each bag containing individual plot

samples was weighed and the spikes per sample (referred

to as spikes plot-r)

were

counted. Leaf and stem material was discarded. The spikes were threshed using a

horizontal belt thresher and cleaned using the same blower set that was used for the
greenhouse material.

After threshing was completed each grain sample was weighed for

total weight (referred to as seed weight plot-l) and 100 seed weight used to calculated

TKW by multiplying by 10. Seed weight spike-l was determined by dividing rhe grain
weight plot-l by the number

of

spikes plot-r. Seeds plot-r and seeds spike-l were

calculated by dividing seed weight plot-r and spike-l by the weight of one seed (100 seed

weight divided by 100). Test weights were calculated from composite whole plot fietd
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samples harvested by combine because hand harvested samples were not large enough.

Composite samples consisted

of

samples

location. These were only calculated
determined

of

single genotypes from

all blocks at a

for the Manitoba sites. Test weights

by weighing 0.5 L of whole seeds. Protein,

were

starch and moisture

measurements were determined using near infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) on whole grain.

A DA 7200-6 Second Analysis NIR spectrophotometer from Perten Equipment, Inc. was
used for measurement

of

percent protein and starch. The equipment was standardized

based on wheat data developed by the service provider. Sample values reported are on a

dry basis.

4.3.6 Statistical Analysis

Data were compiled and the following were determined; above ground biomass

(g/plot), harvest index (HI), yietd, spike number plant-l or plot-r, seed weight spike-l,
seeds spike-t,

TKW and

seed weight plant-l or

plot-l for greenhouse and field locations.

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was carried out for each greenhouse trial on mean plant
data (i.e. mean

of the four plants of a genotype per block) using the General Linear

Model Procedure (Proc GLM) in Statistical Analysis Software v. 9.1 (SAS). ANOVA
was conducted on individual runs as well as combined runs

individual locations and combinations

of

locations

in the greenhouse

for the fîeld trials.

and

Pearson

correlations between runs and locations for each yield component were analysed by the

Correlation Procedure (Proc Corr)

in SAS. Regression

analysis,

to

determine the

predictive value of each of the yield components on grain yield, was conducted using the
Regression Procedure (Proc Reg)

in

SAS. Step-wise Regression Procedure (Proc

Stepwise) was conducted in SAS using the individual yield components. Spearman rank
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correlations were carried out in Microsoft Office Excel 2OO1 to determine the relationship

between runs and locations as well as between mean field data and mean greenhouse
data.

4.4 Results
4.4.1 Field and Greenhouse Trial A

Each trial was analyzed individually and then tests for homogeneity were
conducted to determine

if the data could

be combined for further analysis.

FTA genot)T)es were significantly different for all yield components in Carman
and Lethbridge (Appendices 12 and 13) and significant for all yield components except
biomass in'Winnipeg (Appendix l4). A significant block effect for TKW, HI, seeds plot-l
and seeds spike-l occurred in Carman. Lethbridge showed significant block variation for
biomass, TKW, HI, seeds plot-l and spike number. All variables showed significant block
effects in Winnipeg (Appendix 14). Carman gave the best results because there was more

variation explained by differences

in

genotypes and less

by differences in

blocks

(Appendix 12). This means that there was better replication of blocks than at other
locations. On average across all genotypes, Lethbridge had higher grain weight, seeds
plot-l, biomass and spikes plot-r than either Carman or Winnipeg (Table 4.1).

GHA analysis of variance showed significant genotype variation for all yield
components in Run 1 and all yield components in Run 2 except grain weight (Appendices
15 and 16). Blocks were significantly different for biomass and seeds plant-r in Run

I

and

TKW and HI in Run 2. Onaverage across all genotypes, Run I exceeded Run 2 for every
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Table 4.1. Means of yield components from all field locations and greenhouse runs for
Trial A. Yield components expressed on a per plant basis for Greenhouse Trial A and a
basis for Field Trial A.
Alt Field
Greenhouse Greenhouse
variable
locations carman v/innipeg Lethbridge Run I
Run 2
Spike number

154

132

Grain wei

162.73

TKW * (g)

t44

Mean
196

t2

11

t48.92 147.04 202.07

18.13

14.08

36.26

36.40

36.88

35.25

35.54

30.13

Seeds spike-r

29.91

3r.44

28.21

30.12

42.51

42.67

Biomass

394.27

340.27 383.50

480.54

36.81

34.83

I*

0.413

0.438

0.421

0.484

0.398

Seed number

4546.8

4126.1 4026.5 5801.7

505.6

456.t

Seed wt spike-r

1.083

t.140

r.5n

r.342

HI

xthousand kernel weight,

0.383
1.040

r.062

x* harvest index

trait except seeds spike-r (Table 4.1). Observations of the greenhouse environment
suggest that Run 1 was located at the cooler end of the greenhouse due to the position

of

the evaporative cooling system (Appendix 11). Differences in outside temperatures and
natural lighting in the three week separation of runs may also have contributed to the
variation.

Homogeneity

of variance (HOV) was tested by the Levene's method in

Proc

GLM in SAS. HOV tests were conducted on greenhouse runs and different combinations

of field trials to

assess

if

the variation between the locations or runs was significantly

different. According to Levene's test for HOV (Table 4.2) field data could not be
combined across any combination of locations due to significant differences in variation.

One exception was TKW which could be combined among the Manitoba
Greenhouse runs could be combined

sites.

for three of the eight yield components measured.
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Although significant differences

in

variance occurred between field locations and

between greenhouse runs, the data were combined to get a more accurate estimate of the

yield potential and actual performance of each genotype.
The Manitoba sites were more similar to one another than with the Alberta site.

This was seen in the HOV test results (Table 4.2) that showed less significant results for
Manitoba combined locations than when either were combined with Lethbridge. This is

further supported by the analysis of means in Table 4.1. This was confirmed by an

ANOVA of the Manitoba sites. The location effect was significant for fewer variables for
the combined Manitoba analysis than the total combined analysis or the V/innipeg and
Lethbridge combined analysis (Appendices 17, 18 and 19). The genotype by location

interaction effect was also significant for fewer variables

in the Manitoba

combined

analysis compared to the Winnipeg and Lethbridge and total combined analysis. Total
combined location analysis using Proc GLM indicated a significant interaction effect

4.2. F-values and significance levels of Levene's test of homogeneity of
variance for Greenhouse Trial A (GHA) and Field Trial A (FIA) by yield
component. FTA yield components were measured on a per plot basis. GHA yield
components were measured on a per plant basis.
Ail
fieldCarman Carman
V/innipeg Greenhouse
variable
locations winnipeg Lerhbridge Lethbridge Run I & 2
F-value
F-value F-value
F-value
F-Value
Spi
2.34**8*
1.72**
2.83xx**
r.92**
3.98x
Grq¡ weight
I.77***
1.77'4*
2.z0t(**x
1.38r
8.01**
TKWU
1.99{.*x{.
1.34 ns
2.29****
0.36 ns
3.31xxr.*
1.96x*r 3.33'Fx** 4.55**r.x 1^0g
^
1.88{<**x
1.60*r
2.69****
1.38*
6.11x
HP
2.95****
3.398**x 3.10r{<*x
2.00xxxr<
7.01rx
Seed number
2.24*t**
2.05*r*x 2.69****
1.88**x
12.33**x
Seed wt spike-' 2.98**x*
r.4g*
3.10x>F**
3.Jg****
0.28 ns
P<0.0001 ****, 0.0001<p<0.001**x, 0.001<p<0.01**, 0.01<p<0.05*, p>0.05_ns,
othousand
kernel weight, b harvest index
Table

2.29****
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between genotype and location (Appendix 17). This interaction effect was investigated

using Spearman rank correlations to determine

if a change of rank occurred

for the yield

components with significant genotype by location effects. Table 4.3 shows that there is

significant rank correlations (0.42-0.87) between Winnipeg and Carman for all yield
components except biomass (0.25). Furthermore, the contribution of the interaction effect

sums of squares to the total sums of squares of the model was less than ISVo for all
variables (Appendix 17).

When GHA data were combined there was a significant interaction effect between

run and genotype for spikes plant-l, biomass, grain weight and seeds plant-t as seen in the

ANOVA table in Appendix 20. The interaction effect was investigated using
rank correlations to determine
components between

if

Spearman

a change of rank occurred for the significant yield

GHA-I and GHA-Z (Table 4.3). All yield components identifîed

had a significant rank correlation (0.35 to 0.78) across runs. The biological significance

of the interaction effects would need to be further investigated by making comparisons of

individual genotypes across runs. The sums of squares of the genotype by run effect
contributed less than 26Vo to the total sums of squares indicating that less than 26Vo of the

variation

in the yield component was the result of the run by

genotype interaction.

Biomass, TKW and seed weight spike-l were the most significantly rank correlated
(P<0.0001) followed by seeds plant-l and grain weight plant-l (0.0001>P<0.001). These

highly rank correlated traits were identified by the Levene's test as being traits with
significantly different variation between runs. However, the Spearman rank correlations
show that there is significant similarity in ranking of the genotypes between runs. Thus,
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the Spearman rank correlations in Table 4.3 further supported the decision to combine
greenhouse runs.

Table 4.3. Spearman rank correlation coefficients and significance levels for yield
components measured in Greenhouse Trial A (GHA) Run 1 and Run 2 and Field
Trial A (FIA) Winnipeg and Carman.
Yield Component
Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficient
GHA Run 1 and Run 2
FTA Winnipee and Carman
Spikes plant-t or plot-r
0.367*
0.520**
Biomass
0.784**xx
0.251 ns
Grain

weighl

Seeds plant-l or

plot-l

0.695xxx
0.625**x

0.415x
0.6ò6*xx

Thousand kernel wei
$çed weight spike-r or plot-l
Harvest index

0.785**rc*
0.g42xx**
0.739***-*
0.803xx*r:
0.350x
0.965*x*x
Seeds spike-r
0.616x**
0.541x*
P<0.0001 rr**,0.0001<p<0.001*xx, 0.001<p<0.01**, 0.01<p<0.05*, p>0.05-ns

Pearson correlation coefficients (Table 4.4) showed that the yield component
most correlated to grain weight in FTA was harvest index (0.75). Of the variables that do

not directly measure grain weight, seeds spike-l was the most highly correlated, (0.74).
Pearson correlation coefficients

of yield components from GHA showed that biomass

was most correlated to yield (0.98) (Table 4.5). Of the variables that do not directly
measure yield, seeds plant-l was the most correlated to yield (0.81).

Test weight, percent starch and protein were only measured on composite field
samples from Carman and Winnipeg. Correlations between mean data collected from the

Manitoba sites are shown in Table 4.6. The most significant correlation was a negative

relationship between starch and protein content (-0.86). Percent protein was also
negatively corelated to grain weight (-0.55), seeds plot-r (-0.53), HI (-0.44) and
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Table 4.4. Pearson correlation coefficients of genotype means across locations for
Field Trial A. The top number is the Pearson correlation coefficient and the lower
number is the P value.
Grain
Seed weight Harvest Seeds Seeds
Biomass weight
TKWU spike-l index plot-l spike-r
Spikes
-0.100 -0.241 -0.703
0.407 -0.544
0.25m-2
0.561 0.1566 <.0001
<.0001 0.2918 0.0136 0.0006
Biomass
0.218
-0.206
0.237

-0.853 -0.181

1 0.488
0.0026

Grain
weieht
TKWO

0.2016
0.156
0.3632
1

0.332
0.169
0.0483 0.221
0.325 0.1632
0.695 0.750 0.580 0.739

<.0001 <.0001

0.606 -0.0t2

<.0001 0.9413

0.514

Seed weight

0.0014

ike-r

Harvest
Index
Seed number
u

0.0002
-0.706
<.0001
-0.003
0.9875
0.538
0.0007

<.0001

1

-0.007
0.9693
0.788
<.0001
0.650
<.0001
0.533
0.0008

Thousand kernel weight

4.5. Pearson correlation coefficients of genotype means across runs for
Greenhouse Trial A. The top number is the Pearson correlation coefficient and
the number is the P value.

Table

Grain

Spikes
plq{lr-t
Biomass

Biomass weight

Seed weight Harvest Seed
TKWU spike-l index plant-l

0.469 0.441 -0.096

-0.231

0.0039 0.0071 o.sigr

0.1633

r

0.976
<.0001

Grain
weight
TKWU
Seed weight
spike-1

Harvest
index
Seed number

"Ihousand kernel weight

1

0.646

<.0001

0.680
<.0001

o.7rl

-0.044
0.8005
0.263

<.0001 0.tzll

0J53

0.456
<.0001 0.0052
0.802 0.460
<.0001 0.0048
0.529
0.0009

r

Seeds

spike-l

0.702

-0.319
<.0001 0.0582
0.797 0.440
<.0001 0.0072
0.807
0.480
<.0001
0.003
0.131 0.252
0.4473 0.1375
0.366 0.767
0.0285 <.0001
0.284
0.410
0.0929
0.013
0.432
0.0086

I
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Table 4.6. Pearson correlation coefficients of genotype means across Manitoba locations for Field trial A.
Test weight, protein and starch were measured on composite field samples from Winnipeg and Carman.
Genotype means from Carman and Winnipeg were used for the other variables. The tõp number is the
Pearson correlation coefficient and the number is the p value.
7o
7o Spikes Biomass Grain TKWU SWSp
HT
Seed
Seed
._l
Protein Starch plot-l
weight
plot-1
spfte^
Test
Weight
Vo

Protein
Vo

Starch
u

-0.221 0.211 0.184 0.448 0.157 _0.089
0.1956 0.2167 0.2819 0.0062 0.36t9 0.6076
1 -0.864 -0.145 -0.214 -0.552 0.228
<.0001 0.3987 0.2091 0.0005 0.1801
1 0.100 0.254 0.483 -0.t42
0.562 0.1345 0.0028 0.4101

Thousand kernel weight

Seed weight spike-'" Harvest index

0.6555

-0.217 0.170 -0.029
0.102 0.3228 0.8682

-0.160

-0.437

-0.526

-0.381

0.3524

0.0076

0.001

0.161

0.325

0.421

0.022
0.326

0.3473

0.0534

0.0105

0.0521

-0.077
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seeds spike-t (-0.¡A). Percent starch was significantly correlated

with grain weight (0.48)

and seeds plot-t ç0.42). Test weight was significantly correlated to biomass (0.45).

Stepwise regression analysis provides a predictive equation

to determine

variables that are most important in determining yield and is shown in Table

the

4.7.In the

combined field experiments seeds spike-l alone explained 54Vo of the variation in yield.

In a two variable model that included
variation

seeds spike-l and spike number, 587o

in yield was accounted for. At this

of

the

step, adding spike number did not

significantly change the model (F-test P=0.096) but it had a higher model R2 than TKW

in the statistics for entry and was therefore added first. Finally a three variable model
including TKW explained 94Vo of the variation in yield. This large increase in predictive
value of the model between steps two and three is due to the combined effects of TKW

Table 4.7. Summary of stepwise regression procedure (Proc Stepwise) in SAS for
Field Trial A indicating the order of variables entered to the regression equation.
The partial R2 is the coefltcient of partial determination which measures the
contribution of the variable when previous steps are considered in the model.
Model R2 is the coefficient of determination for the model which measures the
predictive value of the model. The F test measures the signifîcance of the
contribution of each variable entered.
Step Variable Entered Partial R2 Model R2
F Value Pr > F
0.5465
0.546s
40.98
<.0001

2

Spike number
TKWU

0.o37

0.5835

2.93

0.3587

0.9422

r98.57

0.0963
<.0001

Equation for the model specified in Proc Stepwise
Yield = -294.72 + 5.27(seeds spike-r) + 0.94(spike number) + 4.28(TKW)
u
Thousand kernel weight
and spike number.

In GHA, TKW was the most predictive variable, explaining 46Vo of the variation
in yield. In

a

two variable model, spike number and TKW explain 72Vo of the variation in

yield. All three variables explain 96Vo of the variation in yield. Each of these variables
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had a significant effect on the model when added at each step as seen in the significant Ftests (Table 4.8). The order

of fitting the variables was different for field and greenhouse

trials. In the field, seeds spike-l was the most significant variable contributing to the
variation in yield but in the greenhouse, TKW was the most predictive variable. In the
greenhouse the order

of fitting the variables was TKW, spike number and seeds spike-l

but in the field the order was the reverse.

Table 4.8. Summary of stepwise regression procedure (Proc Stepwise) in SAS for
Greenhouse Trial A indicating the order of variables entered to the regression
equation. The partial R' is the coefficient of partial determination which
measures the contribution of the variable when previous steps are considered in
the model. Model R2 is the coefficient of determination fõr the model which
measures the predictive value of the model. The F test measures the
significance of the contribution of each variable entered.
Step Variable Entered Partial R2 Model R2
F Value Pr > F
TKWU

0.4625

0.4625

29.26

<.0001

Spike number

0.2587

<.0001

0.2482

0.72t2
0.9694

30.62

Seeds spike-r

259.9r

<.0001

Equation for the model specified in Proc Stepwise
Yield = -32.49 + 0.46(TKW) + 1.57(spike number) + 0.36(seeds spike-l)
o
Thousand kernel weight

Genotype means from the combined greenhouse data were correlated with
genotype means from the combined field data (based on three locations). Pearson
correlations showed that TKW was the most highly correlated between the greenhouse
and field with a coefficient of 0.68 (Table 4.9). The predictive variables, spike number

and TKW identified in the stepwise regression were positively correlated between the

two types of trials. Seeds spike-l and grain weight were not significantly correlated
between the greenhouse and field trials. Atthough grain weights measured in the field and
greenhouse experiments cannot be directly compared because one is based on a per plant
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sample while the other is a per plot sample comparisons between yield components can

be made. Table 4.1 shows that greenhouse experiments tended to slightly understate

TKW (GHA mean 33.14 g, FTA mean 36.26 g) and strongly overstate seeds spike-l
(GHA mean 42.59, and FTA mean 29.9I). TKW was only understated in GHA-2 while

GHA-I was more similar to the field TKW. These changes were accompanied by
increase

in seed weight spike-l in

an

the greenhouse over the field. These differences

between field and greenhouse may have had an effect on the correlations of variables
between the two environments.

Spearman rank correlations showed significant levels
greenhouse and field for spike number and

of correlation

between

TKW with correlation coeffîcients of 0.70

and

0.64, respectively. Yield was not significantly rank correlated between the two
environments, indicating that the top yielding genotypes in the greenhouse may not be the
top yielding genotypes in the field.

Table 4.9. Pearson and Spearman rank correlation coefficients from combined
Field Trial A and Greenhouse Trial A data for each variable measured.
ariable

Pearson Coefficient

Spike number
Biomass
Grain weight
TKWU
Seed weight spike-r

Harvest index
Seeds plot-t or

df44

0.599*x
0.542**
-0.067 ns
0.682*x*
0.296 ns
-0.209 ns
0.235 ns
0.253 ns

Spearman Coefficient df=34

0.705xxx*
0.537**
-0.129 ns
0.636***
0.206 ns
-0.198 ns
0.256 ns
0.056 ns

plant-t
Seeds spike-l
P<0.0001****'0.0001<P<0.0001ttx'0.001<P<0'0if-l-.@
othousand

kernel weight, b degrees offreedom
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4.4.2ßield Trial and Greenhouse Trial B.

Each trial was analyzed individually and then tests for homogeneity were
conducted to determine if the data could be combined for further analysis.

FTB genotpes were significantly different for all yield components in Lethbridge
and Carman (Appendices 21 and 22) and significant for all components except biomass

and grain weight in Winnipeg (Appendix 23).

A significant block effect for biomass,

grain weight, seeds plot-l and spike number occurred in Lethbridge while only TKW, HI
and seeds plot-l showed significant block variation in Winnipeg. Blocks did not have a

significant effect on any variables measured in Carman and therefore Carman gives the

best results because more or the variation seen
genotypes (Appendix 21). The replicates

is

accounted

for by differences in

in Carman were more consistent compared to

other locations. As in FTA, Lethbridge had higher grain weight, seeds plot-I, biomass and
spikes plot-r than either Carman or Winnipeg (Table 4.IO).

Analysis of GHB-I and GHB-2 indicated that each run had significant variation
due to genotype for all yield components (Appendix 24 and 25). GHB-2 block variation
was significant for more variables than in GHB-I. Both runs showed a significant block

by genotype interaction for seven of the eight yield components. Table 4.10

shows

overall means for GIIB-I and GFIB-2. As in GHA, Run 1 is higher in average grain yield
than Run 2 but this difference is not as great as in GHA.

HOV was tested by the Levene's method in Proc GLM in SAS. HOV tests were
conducted on greenhouse runs and combinations of field trials to assess if their variation
was significantly different. According to Levene's HOV test (Table 4.11) the data

for
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Table 4.L0. Means of yield components from alt field locations and greenhouse runs for
Trial B. Yield components expressed on a per plant basis for Greenhouse Trial B and a
per plot basis for Field Trial B.

All

Field

locations

Greenhouse Greenhouse
Carman

Run

1

Run 2

Mean
Spike number

Grain weight
TKW x

1"61

128

(g) 152.75 147.92

(g)

35.67

404.64
Seed number

37.18

352.22

4348.1 4004.3

spike-t(g) 0.998
1.168
tthousand kernel weight, ** harvest index

seed wr

147

146.37

167.66

16.09

15.96

36.65

32.36

36.56

31.00

21.65

23.60

43.45

42.12

389.21

494.38

33.11

37.55

4020.6

5238.9

437.4

511.6

1.009

0.762

T.6t9

r.327

Table 4.11. F-values and significance levels of Levene's test of homogeneity of
variance for Greenhouse Trial B (GHB) and Field Trial B (FrB). FTB yield
components were measured on a per plot basis. GFIB yield components were
measured on a per plant basis.

variable
Spikes

Grain weight
TKWU
I
Seeds spike
Biomass

Hf

All

Manitoba Carman Winnipeg Greenhouse

F-value

Run 1 & 2
F-Value

locations locations Lethbridge Lethbridee

F-value F-value

F-value

2.57*-**t- 2.09**x* 3.16**xr 2.29l"**8

232***x I.66**
2.60**t* 2.34****
2.38r*{<* 1.42*
2.98*>Fxx 239****
2.31l-*x* 2.24**** 2.18**** Z.sg*x**
2.29**** 1.69**
2.60**** 2.30****
4.05*,ßt<{. 4.59'É*** 3.89*t*t

0.06
2.92
3.73
0.00

3.30x{.>l.rc 0.06

number 2.65**** 1.gg**** 2.97**** 2.72**x*
Seed wt spike-1 1.86*{'xt 1.7¡x*
1.95x*x 1.97*rr
seed

1.10

2.55

11.41x*x
0.0001<p<0.0001x>$, 0.001<p<0.01**, 0.01<p<0.05*, p>0.05_ns,
othousand
kernel weight, b harvest index

P<0.0001

****,
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FTB could not be combined across any combination of locations because of significant
differences

in

variance.

GIIB-I and GHB-2 had similar variances for all

components except seed weight spike-l (Table

4.II). Although significant

yield

differences in

variance occurred between fîeld locations and between greenhouse runs, the data were

combined

to provide a more accurate

estimate

of the yield

potential and actual

performance of each genotype.

Combined analysis of FTB indicated that genotypes were significant across all

yield components, however when only the Manitoba sites were analysed, biomass was
not significantly different among the genotypes (Appendix26 and}7).Fewer variables
had a significant block effect and location effect in the Manitoba sites compared to the

total site analysis. When only Manitoba sites were considered in the analysis fewer
variables had significant genotype

by location interaction effect for

each yield

component. Total combined location analysis using Proc GLM indicated a significant
interaction effect between genotype and location (Appendix 26). This interaction effect

was investigated using Spearman rank correlations to determine

if

a change of rank

occurred for the yield components with significant genotype by location effects. Table
4.12 shows that there is significant rank correlations ( 0.39-0.84) between Winnipeg and
Carman for all yield components except TKW (0.19). The contribution of the interaction

effect sums of squares to the total sums of squares of the model was less than 26Vo for all
variables except grain weight for which the interaction effect contributed 4IVo to the total
sums of squares of the model (Appendix 26).

In the

combined analysis

of

GFIB, Appendix 28 shows significant run by

genotype interaction for spike plant-l, biomass and seed weight spike-l. Spearman rank
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correlations between GHB-I and -2 revealed that biomass and seed weight spike-l were

significantly rank correlated between the two runs (rank correlation coefficients 0.14
and0.73 respectively) while spike plant-r was not (rank correlation coefficient 0.13)
(Table 4.12). Mean spike number between the two runs differe d by 2.06 and a block
effect was significant in Run 1 but not Run 2 (Appendix 24 and 25).In both runs spike
number was significantly affected by genotype but when the runs were combined the
genotype effect was not significant.

Table 4.12. Spearman rank correlation coeff,rcients and significance levels for yield
components measured in Greenhouse Trial B (GHB) Run I and Run 2 and Field
Trial B (FTB) Winnipeg and Carman.
Yield Component
Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficient
GHB Run I and Run 2
FTB Carman and Winni
Spikes plant-' or plot0.13lns
0.512**
Biomass
Grain weisht
Seeds plant-' or plotThousand kernel weight
Seed weight spike-'
Harvest index
Seeds spike'
P<0.0001 ****, 0.0001<p<0.0001xrr,

0.737,F***

0.371*

0.700**r*

0.839*á<x*

0.626*-**
0.748x*xx
0.7338*x*0.61gxx*

0.440tt
0.193 ns
0.750**x<x

0.715****

0.774****

0.7J4**>k>k

0.001<p<0.01**, 0.01<p<0.05x, p>0.05-ns

Pearson correlation coefficients for combined FTB locations showed that harvest

index was the most correlated with grain yield (0.78) (Table 4.I3). Of the yield
components that

did not directly measure grain weight,

seeds

plot-l was the most

correlated to yield (0.63). In combined runs of GHB, similar to GHA, biomass was most

highty correlated to yield (0.92) and of the components that did not directly measure
grain weight, seeds plant-l were most highly correlated to yield (0.82) (Tabte 4.14).
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Table 4.13. Pearson correlation coefficients of genotype means across locations for
Field Trial B. Yield components expressed per harvested area of plot. Above
number-Pearson correlation coefficient. Bottom number- P value.
Grain
Seed weight Harvest
Biomass
weight TKWU
spike-l index
-0.103
0.412 -0.34r
Spikes
<.0001 0.0093
0.592t 0.0101 0.0363
0.584 0.009
0.291
Biomass
0.0001 0.9596
0.0698 0.7982
0.120
Grain
0.4721
0.0407 <.0001
weight

spike-l

<.0001
-0.043 0.356

1

I

0.006

0.29r

0.0282 0.0765

0.334 0.175 0.628

0.25r
<.0001 0.t283

0.385 0.101 -0.687 -0.382
0.017 0.541t <.0001 0.018
| 0.203 -0.092 0.701

TKWU
Seed weight

.,

Seeds

plot-l

0.4t6 0.600 -0.437

0.090

SPIKE

Seeds

0.2208 0.5844 <.0001
0.524 0.142
0.0007 0.394

-t

Harvest
Index
Seed number

r

0.441
0.0049

*Ihousand kernel
weight

Table 4.L4. Pearson correlation coefficients of genotype means across runs for
Greenhouse Trial B. Yield components expressed on a per plant basis. Above
number-Pearson correlation coefficient. Bottom number- p value.

Grain
Seed weight Harvest Seed Seeds
Biomass weight TKWU spike-l index plant-l spike-l
Spikes

Biomass

0.084

0.1,71 -0.355

0.6t74 0.4841 0.0289
I 0.923 0.623
<.0001

Grain
weight
TKWU
Seed weight
.-

_1

sprke^
Harvest
Index
Seed number
u

thousand kernel weight

r

<.0001

0.697
<.0001

-0.398

0.0134
0.785
<.0001

0.855
<.0001
0.816
<.0001

0.165
0.3226

0.477 -0.326

0.0025

0.0461

0.235 0.780

o.t554

0.754
<.0001 <.0001
0.824 0.797
<.0001 <.0001
0.182 0.518
0.2745 0.0009
0.517 0.912
0.0009 <.0001
0.451 0.398
0.0045 0.0132

0.581

0.0001

0.457

0.0039

0.480

o.oo23

I

1

0.668
<.0001
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Test weight, percent starch and percent protein were measured on composite
samples from Carman and Winnipeg only. The correlations of these yield components

with mean data from Carman and Winnipeg are shown in Table 4.15. The

most

significant correlation was a negative relationship between protein and starch (-0.89).
Percent protein was also negatively correlated to grain weight (-0.64). Starch was most

positively correlated to grain weight (0.72) and test weight was positively correlated to
seeds plot-1 (0.37).

Stepwise regression analysis carried out on combined locations of FTB revealed

the most significant yield component contributing to the variation in yield was spikes

plot-l which explained, llVo of the variation in yield (Table 4.16). The next most
important variable was seeds spike-r and as a two variable model along with spikes plot-l
explained 40Vo of the variation in yield. Finally TKW was added to the model and the

three variable model explained 95Vo of the variation

in yield. GHB results

from

regression analysis showed seeds spike-l as the most important yield component
explaining 63Vo

of the variation in yield. The three variable model including

seeds

spike-r, spike number and TKW explained 98.47o of the variation in GFIB yield (Table

4.I7). All variables added to the models outlined in Tables 4.16 and 4.17 had a
significant effect on the model as seen in the significant F-tests in the tables.
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Table 4.15. Pearson correlation coefficients of genotype means across Manitoba locations for Field trial B.
Test weight, protein and starch were measured on composite field samples from Winnipeg and Carman.
Genotype means from Carman and Winnipeg were used for the other variables. The tõp number is the
Pearson correlation coefficient and the number is the P value. Highlighted cells *"
that are
"o..àlutions
similar to those in Field Trial A

Vo

Vo Spikes Biomass Grain
Protein Starch plot-r
weight

Test
Weight
Vo

Protein

0.360 -0.257 -0.002 -0.430 -0.377
0.0263 0.119 0.9916 0.0071 0.0198
.0.893r,

-0.102

-0.360

;

<.0001 0.5416 0.0264
7o Starch

1 0.081
0.629

,,:-0,644

<.0001
0.354 .,.,.0.7?.1

SV/Sp

0.268
0.1035
0.054
0.7494
0.223

0.0293'.,,<:0001 0.1775
u
Thousand kernel weight Seed weight spike-r'Harvest index

-0.226

0.1129
-0.351
0.0305
0.430
0.0071

-0.087

Seeds

Seeds

plot-l

splke

.-

-1

^

-0.479

-0.407

0.6023 0.0023
,-{'500 ,10,52¡8
0:0014 0:0007
0.600
0,'369

0.0113

<.0001

0;023ì

,,0.,382

0;018

0.259
0.1167
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Table 4.16. summary of stepwise regression procedure (proc Stepwise) in
SAS for Field Trial B indicating the order of variables entered to the
regression equation. The partiat R2 is the coefficient of partial
determination which measures the contribution of the variable when
previous steps are considered in the model. Model R2 is the coefficient of
determination for the model which measures the predictive value of the
model. The F test measures the significance of the contribution of each
variable entered.
Step
Variable
Spike number

0.17

0.r7

7.37

0.0101

Seeds spike-

0.2303
0.5528

0.4003

13.44

0.0008

0.9531

400.42

<.0001

TKWU

Equation for the model specified by Proc Stepwise
Yield = -247.45 + .84(spike number) + 5.02 (Seeds spike-t) + 4.25 (TK\ry)
u
Thousand kernel weight

Table 4.17. Summary of stepwise regression analysis for Greenhouse Trial B
indicating the order of variables entered to the regression equation. The
partial R' is the coefficient of partiat determination which measures the
contribution of the variable when previous steps are considered in the
model. Model R2 is the coefficient of determinaiion for the model which
measures the predictive value of the model. The F test measures the
significance of the contribution of each variable entered.
Step
Seeds spike-

0.6353

Spike number

0.1586

TKWU

0.1901

0.6353 62.1
0.7938 26.92
0.9839 401.5t

<.0001
<.0001
<.0001

Equation for the model specified by Proc Stepwise
-t)
Yield=-29.41+0.37
* 1.
ike number) + 0.41(TKW
Thousand kernel weight
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FTB and GHB were found to be highly correlated for spike number (0.46

and

0.46) and TKW (0.50 and 0.40) for both Pearson and Spearman correlations (Table 4.18).
Seeds spike-I, the other predictive variable specified

in the stepwise regression, was not

correlated between the two environments (Pearson coefficient 0.18).

A

significant

negative rank correlation of -0.43 (P<0.01) for grain weight existed between the field and
greenhouse trials.

A significant negative

Pearson correlation

observed for grain weight. Direct comparisons

of -0.355 (P<0.05) was also

of grain weight yield between greenhouse

and field is not possible but comparisons of some yield components are. The mean

TKW

of the two greenhouse runs (33.78 g) was lower than the mean of the fields (35.67 g) but
individual run and location data show that the two environments had a similar range of

TKW (Table 4.10). Similar to Trial A was the increase in
27.9I) and

seed weight spike-l

seeds spike-l (GHB

42.79,FTB

(GHB 1.473 g, FTB 0.998 g) in rhe greenhouse compared

to the fietd (Table 4.Il). These differences between field and greenhouse may have had
an effect on the correlation of grain weight between the two environments.

Table 4.18. Pearson and Spearman rank correlation coefficients from combined Field
Trial B and Greenhouse Trial B data.
variable
Pearson coefficient df=36 spearman coefficient df=36
Spike number
0.466**
0.461rx
Biomass
Grain weight
TKV/U
Seed weisht s
Harvest index

0.144 ns
0.134 ns
-0.355*
-0.428**
0.498x*
0.401*
0.142 ns
0.097 ns
0.112 ns
0.026 ns
0.086 ns
0.188 ns
Seeds spike-r
0.180 ns
0.186 ns
P<0.0001 ****, 0.0001<p<0.0001{.>ßx, 0.001<p<0.01r*, 0.01<p<0.05*, p>0.05_ns
thousand kernel weight
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4.5 Discussion

4.5.L Levene's HOV Test.

Levene's HOV test determines

if the variances of two data sets are significantly

different and whether it is statistically appropriate to combine the data sets. In

yield components and combinations of locations had significantly different

FIA

all

variances

except for TKV/ in the Manitoba locations (Table 4.2). Similar results were seen for FTB
(Table 4.9). This indicated that the data from separate locations should not be combined.

However, further investigation into the analysis of variance revealed that there were large
differences in the overall means for most yield components in FTA and FTB which could

have contributed

to the significant HOV test results. Also

contributing, were the

differences in error variances in the trials. The larger the differences in error variance
between two locations for a particular yield component, the higher the significance level
indicated in the HOV test for that component. In this study it was important to determine

the mean of each yield component across a range of environments because this would

give the best indication of the actual performance of the genotype. Combined location
information is then more useful than individual location data, because genotypes will be
grown across many environments and thus the predicted yield potential should be based

on multiple environments. Furthermore, rank correlations comparing runs in
greenhouse showed that seven of eight yield components

the

in GHB and all components in

GHA were significantly rank correlated indicating that the differences detected in
Levene's test of HOV would not significantly affect the ranking of the genotypes in the
greenhouse. Spike number was not correlated and was had a coefficient (0.131) much

lower than the other components (Table 4.I2). This was due to differences in

the
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greenhouse environment between runs one and two during tillering. Rank correlations
also held in FTA and FTB when only the Manitoba sites were considered for seven of

eight variables measured (Tables 4.3 and 4.I2). Therefore, although the statistical
analysis suggests that combining data from trials should be done with caution, the

biological relationships observed suggest that there is little risk in combining all fîeld
locations and greenhouse runs to obtain mean values for further analysis.

4.5.2 Genotype by environment interaction.

Analysis of variance was carried out on all locations and greenhouse runs to
determine the genotype by location or genotype by run effect. In the greenhouse, there

was a significant interaction effect in both GHA and GttB though less significant in

GIIB. In GHB, the most significant run by genotype effect was in spike number and this
accounted for less than 28Vo of the total variation (calculated from sums of squares) for

this component. GHA results showed that no higher than 30Vo of the variation of

a

particular yield component was due to the run by genotype interaction. The known

contribution

of

interaction effects

correlations, allowed

to overall variation and the significant

rank

for the continued analysis of the data without concern about

interaction effects affecting the conclusions of final ranking of genotypes.

The ANOVA showed that the first greenhouse run (GHA-I and GIIB-I) was
higher yielding than the second, having more spikes per plant with larger kernels and
greater total yield. There was also greater biomass in the fîrst run due to the increased

tillering. This was likely caused by the differences in greenhouse conditions between the

two runs. Although temperature and light conditions were controlled with heating and
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cooling systems and light banks, there was variation in temperature and day length due to
weather and seasonal changes external to the greenhouse. These affected the range in
temperature and the light intensity experienced

in

each run.

In addition, Run 2

was

located closer to the exhaust fans of the greenhouse which is always warmer than near the
evaporative cooling system end of the greenhouse where Run 1 was located. Appendix

11 shows that GHA-2 was at this extreme end and GHA showed greater variation
between runs than GHB. Although the evaporative cooling system was not operating at

the beginning of the study

it

needed to be turned on as outside temperatures increased.

Tillering is favored by cooler temperatures, (Run 1) white increasing temperature can
reduce grain yield due to pollen sterility (Porter and Gawith 1999; Wheeler er aI. 1996).

Optimal temperatures for anthesis range from 18oC-24"C with a maximum (tethal)
temperature of greater than 30'C. Overall atmospheric temperature of the greenhouse was

controlled, however

it

was observed that some areas of the greenhouse at certain times

during the day could have exceeded the 30'C lethal temperature point. Block váriation
and block by genotype interaction effects within runs were likely caused by the uneven
spread of powdery mildew throughout the benches. Plants located near the aisle were the

first to be affected by the fungus but were also closest to the sulfur hot box pots which
slowed the spread

of powdery mildew. Taking

these factors into consideration, the

variation between runs as seen in the ANOVA was accounted for and combining the two
runs provided a better estimate of mean genotype performance than a single trial would.

Under more ideal conditions (Run 1) the genotypes with the highest yield potential
detectable were able to yield above the rest. However, since there was more variation in

9l
Run 1 it is to the benefit of the research that Run 2 was also considered because it showed
more consistency between replications (blocks).

ANOVA of field trials indicated significant genotype by location interaction
effects for all yield components in FTB and seven of eight yield components in FTA.

All

interaction effects accounted for 40Vo or less of the total sums of squares. For most
variables, the interaction effect contributed less to the overall variation in the model than

the genotype effect. This was not true for biomass in FTA and FTB and for grain weight

in FTB

(Appendices 17 and 26). When only Manitoba sites were considered

in

the

ANOVA there were fewer significant interaction effects for variables in FTA and FTB.
Tables 4.3 and 4.12 show the positively rank correlated genotypes between Carman and

Winnipeg sites for FTA and FTB indicating there was little change in ranking of the
genotypes for most yield components across locations in Manitoba. Although there were

significant interaction effects between the genotypes and the environments they were
grown in, it can be concluded that these differences did not greatly affect the outcome of
the rankings of genotypes.

4.5.3 Yield components and their relationships.

Pearson correlations conducted

on combined data from all field

locations

indicated strong correlations between several components. Spike number tended to be

significantly negatively correlated with seeds spike-l, seed weight spike-l, and TKW. A
possible explanation for this is that the plants lacked photosynthetic capacity or leaf area

to supply the increased number of

spikes with enough carbohydrates

to fill all

the
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spikelets with large kernels. Thus, when more spikes were present they tended to be
smaller with smaller kernels. In the fìeld, yield was most correlated with HI, so that

as

more photoassimilates were directed to grain filling and less to leaf and stem growth,
higher yields were obtained. It has been speculated that there is an optimum level of HI,

at which point a negative association would exist due to a lack of photosynthetic
machinery and low leaf area indices to support grain filling (Slafer et at 1999). In the
greenhouse

HI ranges from 0.20 to 0.59 and in rhe fietd from 0.29 to 0.63.

In the greenhouse trials, grain weight was most higtrly

correlated with total

biomass (Pearson correlation coefficients 0.98 and 0.92 for GHA and GHB respectively)
(Tables 4.5 and 4.14) while in the field trials yield was most correlated to

HI

(pearson

correlation coefficients 0.75 and 0.78 for FTA and FTB respectively) (Tables 4.4 and,

4.I3). This may indicate that in the greenhouse, genotypes did not display as large a
variation in tillering as in the field since the number of tillers is a large contributor to
overall biomass. Appendix 28 shows that in GHB genotypes did not vary significantly for

spike number (i.e. tillers) whereas Appendix 26 shows that in FTB genotypes varied
significantly (P<0.0001) for spike number. A similar trend is seen for GHA and FTA. In
the greenhouse spike number (a large portion of the biomass) for each genotype was
similar ¿Ìmong genotypes therefore variation in biomass was likely due to the variation in

grain weight, thus their correlation. This could have been due to the less stressful
environmental conditions

in the greenhouse that allowed the tillers that formed to

complete development and produce grain bearing heads. In the field tillers may have been

formed that did not result in grain bearing heads thus reducing the grain yield in relation
to the biomass and affecting HI.
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Greenhouse trials indicated that TK\ü/ was most highty correlated

with

weight spike-r, where as in the field TKW was highly negatively correlated with

seed

seeds

plot-l. Plants grown under greenhouse versus field conditions compensated differently for

yield. In the greenhouse, plants could increase individual seed weight without having

a

negative effect on the number of seeds plant-l. In the field where yield limiting factors
exist, larger seeds were accompanied by fewer seeds plot-l and spike-l.

Test weight

is

used as

a method for estimating

seed density and packing

efficiency (size and shape) of the seed. For example high test weight may indicate
smaller individual seeds or dense seeds whereas lighter test weight indicate larger less
dense seeds. The correlations

of test weight with other components measured are not

consistent between FTA and FTB. This indicates that test weight is not a good indirect
measure

of any yield component and should not be used as a method of estimating

seed

size. Its use for measuring seed density was not investigated here.

Starch is an important carbohydrate in wheat, especially for the ethanol industry.

In this study percent starch was found to be highly correlated to grain weight (0.48-0.72)
and seeds plot-t 10.38 -0.42) in both FTA and FTB. Meaning, increases

in yield and seeds

plot-l were accompanied by increases in percent starch. Also contributing to this
relationship is the strong negative correlation between starch and protein (-0.S9) (Table

4.6 and 4.15). This relationship has been confirmed by previous research (Kindred et al.
2OO8;

Park et al. 2009). Protein was negatively correlated with all yield components

including grain weight. This supports the theory that as yield increases, there is a reduced
proportion of protein per seed.
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The variation

in

grain weight

is due to the variation of individual yield

components measured. Seeds spike-l, spike number and TKW were determined to be the

most important contributors to the variation in yield. Together these yield components
explained up to 98Vo of the variation in yield in the greenhouse and up to 95Vo of the

variation

in the field. This implies that there was fewer

variation

in yield in the greenhouse

unaccounted

for

sources of

than the field which would be expected

in

an

environment that has a reduced level of environmental variation. Of the three components

TKW was most often fit in the equations last, indicating it was the least contributing
factor while seeds spike-l was most often

fit first. There was not a consistent pattern of

fitting for field and greenhouse or for Trials A and B which may point to a synergistic
effect of all three yield components. The yield component that was fit first in the equation
may represent the point in time when a yield limiting factor occurred. For example, seeds

spike-l

is

determined

by spikelet and floret initiation which

occurs earlier

developmental stages than grain set and grain filling that determine

(such as temperature or moisture) occurring early

in

the

TKW. Thus stresses

in development would affect

seeds

spike-l and not TKV/. The variable that is reduced because of yield limiting factors is
then the most closely correlated to yield because

it is the "bottleneck". Variation in the

timing and duration of stresses likely caused the differences in order of the variables in
the stepwise regression.

4.5.4 Field and greenhouse relationship.

The yield components in the fîeld and greenhouse appear to react differently in
response to the two environments. Comparisons between the two types of environments,

indicate that most yield components are not correlated between fìetd and greenhouse. The
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number of spikes produced plant-l or plot-l was significantly correlated between the two

locations. The number of spikes produced is the result of tillering which begins at the

four leaf stage and is complete by anthesis stage (Masle 1985). Tillering continues until

plant competition reduces the availability of resources and the plant begins directing
photoassimilates to stem elongation and away from tiller production (Fischer 1984). The

correlation between the field and greenhouse for spike number (Pearson correlation
coefficient 0.46-0.60 and Spearman rank correlation coefficient 0.46-0.7I) indicates that
there may have been similar limiting resources between the field and greenhouse at the

time of tillering such that the different environments did not have a significant effect on
the amount of tillering of the plants. Another hypothesis is that there were little or no

limiting resources at this time to cause differences between the two environments.
Without accurate weather data for each field location and records from greenhouse
environment fluctuations it is difficult to determine what limiting resources may or may
not have been present.

An interesting correlation between field and greenhouse was TKW
rank correlation coefficient 0.64 and 0.40 for Trial

A

and

(Spearman

B respectively). This

correlation was unexpected as previous studies with spring wheat have shown that TKW

is not well rank correlated between environments (Lukow et al. I99l). Although there
was no correlation between TKW and starch, TKW was found to be correlated to
greenhouse yield and was also identified as a good predictor of yield
greenhouse when combined

spike-l. Increasing
simultaneously.

in the field

and

with the yield components of spike number and seeds

TKW and seed number should

increase

yield and

starch

r02
Most interesting from the analysis of the genotypes was the negative correlation

of grain yield between greenhouse and field. This means that the top yielding genorypes

in the

greenhouse tended to be the lower yielding

in the field. This is

a major factor

for

plant breeders conducting selections in the greenhouse or for researchers analyzing yietd
components

in the greenhouse for association mapping with

sequence polymorphisms.

Incorrect assumptions could be made about field yield based on greenhouse performance
leading to poor selections and little improvement. This negative trend was not consistent

for both trials A and B indicating that other factors may have been contributing to the
negative yield correlation between the two environments. For example, the genotypes of

Trial A displayed significantly similar rankings for biomass production (Spearman rank
correlation coefficient 0.54) but not grain weight (Spearman rank correlation coefficient
-0.13 respectively) between the two environments. Since biomass is a measure of grain
weight and leaf material, lower grain yietds must have been accompanied by higher leaf

and stem material and vice versa. This would have maintained a correlated biomass
between the two locations while the grain weight would have remained uncorrelated.
These changes indicate that harvest index was changing from greenhouse to field location

which was shown to be not significantly correlated between the two environments (Table

4.9 and 4.18). The non significant correlations of variables in Tables 4.9 and 4.18 further
described how the greenhouse and field locations compensated for yield differently.

According to the data presented in the stepwise regression analysis as well as the
Spearman rank correlations, the most suitable traits

for

selection under greenhouse

conditions are TKV/ and spike number. These traits were rank correlated between
greenhouse and field environments indicating a similar response to both environments.
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Furthermore, these two traits were identified

in the stepwise

regression analysis

as

important predictive components of yield. Seeds spike-l was also determined to be
significant predictor
between

field and

a

of yield but because this characteristic was not rank correlated

greenhouse

it

would not be a suitable trait for selection under

greenhouse conditions.

4.5.5 Summary.

Yield has been shown to be a complex trait that is influenced by many yield
components. The genotype by environment interaction effect was shown to be significant

in changing the quantity of the yield components but not in such a way that would change
the ranking of genotypes between different field locations. Locations in Manitoba were
more similar to one another than to Lethbridge. For breeding purposes it is important to
average the performance

of a genotype

across many environments

to accurately predict

yield potential. Yield components were shown to react differently under greenhouse and
field conditions. Under greenhouse conditions plants were able to increase TKW without
negatively affecting seed number whereas in the field increases in TKW were associated

with the production of fewer

seeds.

To accurately predict field yield from

greenhouse

grown plants, a plant breeder would be best advised to consider the yield components of

TKW and spike number

as these

two components are good explanatory variables of yield

and they are highly correlated between the greenhouse and field. In a breeding program

with the aim of increasing percent starch and overall yield the best approach would be to
simply increase yield by selecting for increased spike number, TKW and seeds spike-l

it

as

was shown that increases in starch were most highly correlated to increases in grain

weight or yield. The results of this study suggest that greenhouse yield and yield

ro4
component data may not be an accurate predictor of field yield and yield components. To

obtain the maximum improvements in a breeding program selections should be based on

field trial data when possible focussing on seeds plot-l and seed weight spike-l
they are most correlated with yield in the field.

because
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5.0 GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Starch and grain yield are important features of the winter wheat crop in Western
Canada. Breeding progtams with the goal of developing high starch, high yielding winter

wheat for the ethanol industry need to consider both traits in the selection process. High

percent starch is important for the processing

of wheat grain into ethanol for energy

companies, while high yielding cultivars are important for the producer.

The first section of this study continued the work of Blake et al. (2004) and
identified sequence difference in the AGP-L genes from the three wheat genomes. AGp-

L genes from

a large selection

of genotypes were also compared. These studies concluded

that AGP-L-B is the most diverse copy of the gene while AGP-L-A and

-D

are less

diverse. Applying association mapping (AM) techniques to starch biosynthesis genes to

identify potential sites for molecular marker development was one goal of this research.
Significant associations between sequence polymorphisms of AGP-L-IB and the yield
components, TKW and seeds spike-l, were detected in the population.

The complexity of wheat yield has been studied in detail by many researchers.
There

is a general idea that

negative associations exist between yield components

measured in the field (Slafer et al. 1996). This was confirmed by the field trials of the
second study reported

in this thesis. However, in the greenhouse environment did not

show negative associations of yield components. The comparison of greenhouse and field

yield component measurements indicated that only spikes plot-l or plant-l and TKW
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should be used in predicting field yield from greenhouse yield. There was no correlation

found for grain weight between the two environments.

Many

AM and genomic

studies that measure yield are carried out

in

the

greenhouse. This occurs for several reasons; the ease of sampling throughout the growing
season, availability

of land, cost, reduced risk of crop damage through frost, insect or

disease and more ideal growing conditions

to optimize yield. Using data collected from

greenhouse trials, researchers draw conclusions about the contributions

of

sequence

characteristics to yield component and overall yield variation. This study showed that
most of the yield components are not consistent across the greenhouse and field and thus
selections made based on greenhouse data may not translate into yield gains in the fîeld.
The variations in the AGP-L genes were not associated with percent starch but did
have an effect on TKW. It was shown that TKW is not signifîcantly correlated to percent
starch but was a good predictor

of yield in the greenhouse and in the field

as seen

by the

regression analysis. TKW was positively correlated to grain weight in the greenhouse
(Pearson correlation coefficients 0.68 and 0.70). Thus selecting for high TKW variants
based on the haplotype sequence would select for high yietding phenotypes.

It is not

know whether the sequence differences in AGP-L have an effect on the activity of the
enzyme but
sequence

it is likely

not the case because the mutations do not change the coding

or the protein of AGP-L. These polymorphisms may be associated with

sequence changes upstream

of the gene in the promoter region. If polymorphisms

are

found in the promoter, they would need to have a significant linkage disequilibrium with

the SNPs identified in this study

if

they were to be used as molecular markers. These

results can be considered valuable for direct application to breeding programs because

it

r07
was shown that TKW was significantly rank correlated between greenhouse and field
environments. This indicates that a similar association would have been found
data had been used in the

AM

if

field

analysis.

Significant AM results were also identified for seeds spike-l however this may
not be as valuable for molecular marker development as those associated with TKW.
Seeds spike-l was

not significantly rank correlated between field and greenhouse. The

greenhouse environment allowed plants to increase TKW without negatively affecting
seed numbers.
seeds spike-l.

In the field, changes in TKW were shown to be negatively correlated to

This is likely due to fewer yield limiting factors in the greenhouse than the

field such as water stress, weed competition, extreme temperature stress and disease or
herbivory. The difference in response to stress caused the insignificant correlation in the

ranking from field to greenhouse. Therefore, the sequence characteristics identified in

AGP-L associated with seeds spike-l (as measured in the greenhouse) may not
associated with seeds spike-l measured

yield different seed numbers.

If

in the field

be

because each genotype tested may

an association does exist,

it

may be a different

combination of haplotypes belonging to high or low seed number groups.

From the step-wise regression analysis seeds spike-l was shown to be the best
predictor of yield in the field and greenhouse as it was most often the first variable fit to
the model equation. There is no significant association between seeds spike-land percent
starch. However, seeds spike-l and percent starch are both correlated to grain weight in

the field and greenhouse. Selecting for increased seeds spike-l using molecular markers
based on the SNPs
and starch content.

in AGP-L-B linked to this trait, may simultaneously increase yield
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Another explanation of the significant AM results for seeds spike-l could be due
to an increase or change in enzyme activity that increased the rate of grain filling and thus

allowed more kernels
supported

to develop on the spike in a given

amount

by Slafer and Rawson (I99Ð who identified that

of time. This is

seeds spike-l could be

influenced in the grain filling period. This is when AGPase is active in the developing
kernel. Regardless of the association of seeds spike-r with sequence polymorphisms it
would be beneficial for breeders to select for high seed production to increase total grain
yield.

Based on the sequence differences in the B genome associated with these traits,

molecular markers based on the SNPs and indels could be developed to screen lines in

the greenhouse for the selection of high TKW and high seeds spike-1 haplotypes. This

would dramatically reduce the amount of labour involved

in measuring

these yield

components for each segregating line in a breeding program because PCR based markers

could be used and plants would only need to be grown to the three to four leaf stage to
collect genomic DNA rather than vernalized and grown to maturity.
Test weight is a measurement used in the trade of grain.

It is the weight of

a

specific volume of grain and is used to help pay for the extra cost of shipping and storing

light grain

as

it is purchased

based on weight and not volume. Ethanol plants use test

weight as a criteria for grain purchasing and only buy grain weighing 26 kglbu or higher.

This study found that test weight did not have a consistent significant relationship with
any yield component measured nor with starch content. In Field Trial A test weight was

significantly positively correlated to biomass while in Field Trial B it was significantly
negatively associated. Test weights also measure the density of the grain which may have
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an effect on the processing of the grain for ethanol that would be higher test weights
advantages for ethanol production. However, there was no significant correlation between
test weight and starch found in this study.

There are many questions remaining in the study of the AGP-L genes and their

effect on yield and yield components. Sequencing and analysis

of the 3000-4000

nucleotide promoter region would be an appropriate area of research to continue in the
future. This may lead to the discovery of polymorphisms in the regulatory mechanisms of

the gene. Measurement of enzyme activities representative of the five haplotypes
identified would help determine the reason for the association between gene sequence
characteristics and

TKW. This would be especially interesting to carry out if

polymorphisms were found
components

or

greenhouse and

in the promoter region that were associated with

starch. Further investigation into the response

of

yield

percent starch to

field environment may reveal why there was no significant association

between sequence changes in a major starch biosynthesis gene and the amount of total
starch. It may be the case that greenhouse conditions do not reflect the changes in starch
content that would be seen in the field.

Further investigation into the relationship between starch and TKW is needed.
The NIR method of determining starch content used in this correlation data may not be as
accurate as the Megazymet assay used in the AGP-L analysis of starch. Tests using a

selection

of

genotypes

with a wide range of TKW on different starch composition

measurements would be beneficial.
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Finally a validation of the use of greenhouse yield data in AM
analysis needs to
be carried out by a comparison of AM results from greenhouse grown
and field grown
genotypes' Significant

AM results from greenhouse yield data should be confirmed by

field trial repetition. This would provide an opportunity to
location interaction

assess

the genotype by

of data compiled from multiple site years and its effect on AM

results.

The results of this thesis support the usefulness of AM for
identifying significant

associations between the starch biosynthesis gene AGP-L-IB
and yield and yield
components' TKW was identified as the most important yield
component to consider in

breeding

for high yielding, high starch

phenotypes due

to its consistency across

greenhouse and field environments, its explanatory
value for, and positive correlation

with, yield and its association with two sets of sequence haplotypes
for low and high

TKw' If high throughput

PCR based markers based on these significantly correlated
SNp

sites were developed and used, improvements

in screening techniques could be made for

winter wheat breeding programs. This project provides information
regarding
response

the

of genotypes to greenhouse and field conditions to assist breeders in
selection

strategies to improve winter cereal breeding in western canada.
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appendix 1' Registered chemicals used in field and greenhouse research. company
addresses, active ingredients and amounts are listed
for each.
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Appendix 3. Yield component, agronomic and quality datacollected from
4g genorypes
grown under greenhouse conditions.
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Appendix 3. continued.
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4. Mean yield component, agronomic and quality data by haplotype and by
srolth hulir.-,st|l: spike number pranr-r, sv/p-ieed weight planìr, sNsp-r""ã

Appendix

number spike-r, SWSp-seed weight ,pìk"-t, TKV/-thour*à rã.n"i weigih,
zr'stur"t

measure on flour, expressed as drv basis.
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Appendix 4 continued.
Spring Cultivars
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7. Advance Yield Trial A

names and

Genotvpe number Name
Buteo
Clair
Falcon
Kestrel
McClintock

É

1203-15-1
1203-237-4

ClairxUM llT4segregatingpopulation:F9
clair x uM l l74 segregaring popularion:F9-

1
I
9
10
11
12

1603-l26nv

14

DH00W19ct05 UM 1Ii4 xClur

'F9

1203-381-3

r"gr.guting populution,Fg
udorlFg
UM 6233 x UM l l74 s"gr"gating popula
4 r"grrguting populution,Fg

DH99W21Hx36 Read
xUM lI14
DH99W22A*42 Kestrel xUlll{ 7174
18
T9

20

2t
22
23
24
25

DH01W30EE*06 McClintock x Falcon
DH00W32C*28 McClintock x Sumai 3
DH00V/32I*10 McClintock x Sumai 3
DHO1W36I*22 McClintock x NSt5Ærik
DH01W38M*05 McClintock x Greif
DH00V/38M*13 McClintock x Greif
DH00W43 A*22 McClintock x Freedom
DH00W43B*17 McClintock x Freedom

Genotvpe number Name

Ped

DH01W43G*01 McClintock x Freedom
27
28
29
30
31

32
JJ

34
35
36

DH01W43I*14 McClintock x Freedom
DH01W43M*04 McClintock x Freedom
DHO1W43O*30 McClintock x Freedom
DH00V/44C*01 Falcon x Freedom
DH01W44C*08 Falcon x Freedom
DH01W44C*10 Falcon x Freedom
DH01W44E*18 Falcon x Freedom
DH0lW44Fx09 Falcon x Freedom

DH01W44I*05
DH01W44J*01

Falcon x Freedom
Falcon x Freedom
DHO 1V/44K*04(2) Falcon x Freedom
DH99-37-100
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tPPeldix

8.

Aduanced

Genotvpe number

and pedigrees.

Name

pediorao

Buteo

Clair
Falcon
Kestrel

g
t

McClintock

9

r2o3-142rw claìrxuvr@ion:F9

11
12

74

1,9?-1f
I2O3-75-2

1203-361-3

cr"
Clair x UM l tZ+ ,"gr"gu,ing Oop

,"gr"guring Ooputurï;ñ,"gr"guring populurion'Fg

_-1alair.

UIVI 1174

lt- r"*-"t"r,

16

l2o3-395-r clairx@ion:F9
1203-396rw clair * uiur r rz+ r"grrguring popul*ion:F9

18

t3o3-85-4

20

L3o3-r3zrw

Genotype number Name

¿l

24
25
26
27

30
31

32
35

34
35
36
37
38
39

40

I(esrrel*u@ation:F9
+ r"g."gurin*

Kesrrer

*

u@adon:F9

Oopotffi

Pedieree
uM 6233 x uM t 17+ seÀregating popuration:F9
!6-93-l-5rry-- DH01W30BB*03 McClintock x Falcon
DH01V/30EE*04 McClintock x Falcon
DH00W30Jx01
McClintock x Falcon
DH00V/30N*21
McClintock x Falcon
DHOOV/318
Falcon x McClintock
DH00V/32A*13
McClintock x Sumai 3
DH00w32Br20
McClintock x Sumai 3
DH00W32H*t2
McClintock x Sumai 3
DH00W32H*17
McClintock x Sumai 3
DH00w35cr07
McClintock x KS95H103
DH00w38B*04
McClintock x Greif
DHO1W38F*08
McClintock x Greif
DHOlw43lr18
McClintock x Freedom
DHO1W44Dx03
Falcon x Freedom
DHO1W44F*03
Falcon x Freedom
DH99-37-100
Osprev

-
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Appendix 9. Sunshine@ poning Mix composition.
70-80Vo Canadian Sphagnum peat Moss

Vermiculite
Dolomite Limestone
Gypsum
V/etting agent

Appendix 10. Cornell Mix Fertilizer composition.
1.5 g iron chelate

0.7 g zinc chelate l4%o
2 gfritted trace elements
120 g super phosphare (0_45_0)
150g osmocote (l 8-6- 12)
100 g calcium carbonate
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11' Randomized complete block design of Greenhouse Trials
A and B in the fïrst and second runs. Numbered cells experimental units (plants in 1 litre pots), numb"ers
,"pr"r"nr line number. cells labelled B represent border
plants.

Appendix

Greenhouse Exhaust Fans
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Bench 6- Trial B Block

B 9
B 9
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B
B
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Run

I

Bench 4- Trial A Block 2

B
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Appendix 12' ANovA results for Field rrial
variation.
Variable
Biomass
Grain

a

Location carman showing mean squares and F-tests for
each variable and source of
TK}VO

Source

3g

Model
BIock
Genot

3

2g27.lggx,Fx*

659.500:ß,r.** 3g.

1170.248 ns

97.320 ns

303x***
35.677****

.223****
994.904

222.244
0.518

0.507

CV
Grand

10.011

340.266

t48.92

mean

Seeds olot

Mean Square and F-tesl

2.779
0.863

4.056
36.396

>.05=ns,

0.00244*>k*+ 36357997_***
615989.56t
0.00254**x* 334362*xx*

0.00125*

0.00043s

0.670
4.159
0.438

21s474-70
0.592
11.250
4126.047

thousand kernel weight,

freedom

Appendix 13. ANOVA results for Field Trial
variation.
ariable

Biomass

843.8 *x** 0.0749***:F 4 .143**>E*
.303 ns
0.0155 ns
87.979****
8g5.gg1:k,F** 0.0799***;r. 44.729-+***
248.1'70
0.0102
1.2t5
0.552
0.726
0.107
1t .891
8.855
8.544

n A79

harvest index

31.438
seed weight,

TKW

HIo

Seeds

Seed

Mean Squa¡e and F-tqç

J7

34151.999+**x t6t.
?îÃ'7 111 ^^

Error

10

Rsn
Rso
CV
Grand mean
; O5-nc

fl(zD-

r4.2ts t7.n7m
fì

freedom!vr\I/.vUl:..'.UUr<r>.UUU|=.n++,P<.lJUUl-*+:rt,.thousandkernelweight,o

-

degrees

of

Location Lethbridge showing mean squares and F-tests
for each variable and source of

Grain Weieht

Source

,

a

Seed

s
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Appendix
vana

14.

ANOVA results for Field Trial

38

35

Location Winnipeg showing mean squares
and F-tests

477.414

0.00203*'k**

1115252.04****

0.00260***,ß

5776395.42**.**

ns

1696.707***.*
2517.394*'*

609- ; r*

408453.150

503 .285
0 .552

383.580

r44.r33

mean
>.05=ns, .05<P>.01=x .01<P>.001-**
freedom

.001<p>.0001_*x*.

15. ANOVA

7

|

272
R

CV
Grand mean

p<.iñnì:;i;;

28.210

dÈYo¿et¡g;e@

thousand kernel weight,

D

uares and F

harvest index
inO"x-ìeeãËght
" see¿ wJgt tl"iErees

able and sou

of variation.

Mean Square and F-test

34.524****

1
35

freedom

9'10* * **

767t54.03**

105

Rs
CV
Grand

each variable and source of

uare and F-test

3038.301 ns

I

for

IJfþ.205****

236,q

38.546
10.490**

88320.9 17***x
159999.151 ***>ß

406.927/K**+.

108621.347*.

39.5t9

5

0.678

0.866
:0_.gzr

.01<Þ>.001-** 'oo1<P>'oool=*x

0.484

505.58s

weight, o ha¡vest index "

seed weight,

42.s07
degrees

of
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results

for

ikes Plant-

'71 1g.g4gx;ß*,ß

35

212

TrialARun2sho

Biomass
338.909>F***

33.944****

results for Field Trial

0,081

ns64

o.8n
2Lr62

0.834

t4.084

30.128

P<.0001-****,

Combined Locations
Weiehr TKW

Grain

12.194

0.819
,

dix 17. ANOV

of variation.

Seeds

t9.791*x*r. 185.751**** 1J574..**+
114.898 296.536**** 1Á44+.'F*
83.66s 318.710t----Ls39
65.554**** 71.g34**r<* 04g5*-*{_.+

rg_ry

Grand mean

for each variable and

TK

Mean Square and F-test

6.572

3.436

mean

Yield

o

0.0123****

Seeds spike'

36009.16x***
51817.36*'r

555.539****
15.228

0.00711*:ß**

21191.36:kx**

I44.307**+*
40.401

L342

thousand kernel wei

ha¡vest index

mean squares and F-tests for each variable

HIo

plant-'

Seeds plc,t

Mean Square and F-test

tt5 t4249.ZjI*+** 29a1.91a*f**--jj21ç**x 0.00496*,*** 3364431.3xx*..x
35 3492.012jns 1@
2 620062-.k*** 115025.'.**.*. g3545is 0.115*** 117274964*>k**
8 14836*:Fxx 136@
0.00575***{. 2gg14g2**.*.*
70 2258.438ns ñ
0.000651{:*** 7gl2g4****
1928.145 382.421 2.
0.000331 403999.600
0J60 0.
9ts2
0.858
0.774
lt.t37
12.0t7 4ß56
4.400
13.979
394.212 162.730 Z,A.ZX
0.413
4s46.828
thousand kernel weight,

o

source of variation.
SW"

spike-'

Seed spike-

3976.99 I ****
29

15.053****

136915***:r
213'1.427*'k*

tta¡test in¿ex

217,y.***

108.314****

0.397**
56.992***x
14.614'+*

r56

appendix 18' ANovA results for Field rrial a winnipeg
and Lethbridge showing mean squares and F-tests for
each variabre and source of
variation.

HI'
11463.725*

ssol3_-i

ns "tt

sq
cv
R

Seeds

Mean Square and F-æst

r,8?y?ryT,

,

,

orï,åïuu

wsøq.
L?q3****
gs

l¿,e97*'*'**
ZS rrs

0.90q46'kr,**

zqag..

0.0159
0.692

I

rc:49
0.67-

Grand

^u""
>.05=ns,.05<P>
>.05=ns,
.05<P>.01=

***r,, a thousand k".n"

19. ANOVA
Source

Model

for Field Trial A Manitoba Sites

Biomass
jj

Genotl

Grain

4649.93¡*x*x-79Ç.

7

Weieh¡-6>k'**'i

3Æ.Sts* 36ffi

sh

Locati

Error
Grand mean
>.05=ns, .05<P>.01=E

35

2t

172091i

21@

ns ,to.tton-*
ñ

0Æ6
12.394

361.923 ul.ng --

0.00419*:+*:r

0.221****
00192****

w7398,;r-+.x

1390.352**>k*

0.0859*x*r,

1925.969r.**

52.032****
70.617****

972t.622*

756.117*"

1355.664**

75.027****

0.00034 ns

16s3.171

0.508
1t.236

and F-test
8s8838.3lxx**

36.gg4***:!
-

135079*x Z55.t92is t6i3l .rs

839j.227>t*>F*

F-tests fol each variable and source of variation.
Seedsplot-' Spikeplm

TKWã

0349
q.2a0
8.647

36.
thousand kernel we

ht,

D

harvest indei

8.319

29.830

offreedom
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Appendix 20'

ANovA

variation.

results for combined Greenhouse Trial

a Runs I &

2 showing mean squares and F-tests

Spikes Plant-

SWo spikeua¡e and F-test

63.284tk***
35

for each variable and source of

00692*.;k**

0.3J3:k*>ts*

355.519,ß**>r:

2-7

021.697

****

0.00435**
0.00772**

B

Run*

0.00185 ns
146.160 ns

1.961 ns

28.261
0. 824

0. 84 J

n. i36
>.05=ns, .05<P>.01=*
freedom

o

thousand kerne

dix 21. ANOVA results for Field Trial B Locarion Carman showi

ResponseVariable Biomass

Source

d

40
3t

TYPE III Mean

2

ns

7961.930*

21 ,glg>k'F**

253.552 ns

684.972x***

0.00260***x
0.000533

seed weight

degrees

of

uares and F-tests for each va¡iable and source ofvariation.

Gm

1957.62t*

& 3i a

ns

Seedsplof' Spikeplot-t @

and F-test
715820.3t
70660.28 ns
S

827696.92****

0.0541{,**,'. 44.619***{<
0.00286 ns
544.69lti*>k*

48.0835****

213832.580

Grand mean
>.05=ns, .05<P>.01=*
freedom

31.482
thousand kernel weight,

harvest index

seed weight,

degrees

of
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22. ANOVA results for Field Trial B Locarion Lethbr
Biomass
rain Weieht TKW.

Variable

39 6243.618**

37

147.579***

1931.i63r,x;': 35.002r**r{<
44t5.238**

5080.237*

showing mean squares and F-tests for each variable and source
ofvariation.

HIo

Seeds p

0.00433***x
0.00446:**r*

4331.09>k*>r

18.039 ns

2693954.3i.*-+.x

3427.39J¿.**

29.595****

0.713

9.051
0.337

093

32.363

<P>.0001=***, P<.000{ :*x*.

freedom

23. ANOVA resulrs for Field Triat B Location Winni
Biomass Crain Wãehr--- TK

201ns 607.770ns

37

ns
ns

1090.073ns

567136ns

1954.921

0332
11.360
389.210
>.05=ns, .05<P>.01=x, .01 <pm

410.283
0.350
13.839
146.368

x

0.0427****

s07942.100

28.815***f.

0.0128

035s
13.

5238363

thousand kernel weight,

222.814
ha¡vest index

0.162
seed weight,

23.598
degrees

of

and F-tests for each va¡iable and source ofvariation.

Variable

4970.815
2462.616

Seed spike-

2935433.1*x*.+
56i,932121t***.*

0.000933

.00 I

^

0.00220ns

0.586

Grand mean
>.05=rs, .05<P>.01=*, .01.pt.OOt=.o

sprke

Mean Square and F-test

spitepffi

seedsplot-r
Mean Square and F-test

2'7.521*^*>F*

9.69143**x@
0.00123** 13m

0.0495*x**

2.214 0.000231 35Uß3n
87
0.434
4.099
14.890
0.375 4020.639
o

thousand kernel wei

35.3 I g****

0.00160 ns

harvest index " seed

37.449**,k*

9.214

of freedom

159

24. ANOVA results for Greenhouse Trial B Run

nse

Variable

74

Spikes

plant-r Bioffis

13.719****

2l.glg*x**

28.781*

1 showin

yr"ld

275.339*.*.*.*

746.239>x*** 1.2i

434.359*.xx*

CV
Grand mean

0.681

1938s

33lt4

su,ssgls*'t,
0.00130ns 80411.16 nì
0.Q0625*x*x 207 6-1 359*.,F-.r*

0.08Zns
51.257*+*>k 0.339*,F*:¡

0.699
22.523
16.086

11.168
0.815
9.142
36.555
u

0.101

0.802

t9.612
1.619

thousand te.nel weigtrt,

freedom

25. ANOVA results for Greenhouse Trial B Run 2 showin
Variabte Spikes Plant-t Btonass
yield
Source

37
I

>.05=ns, .05<p>.0

0.00t92
0.690
9t!02
0.417

7803333

0.6ß

20t%

15.643

437.434
harvest index " seed weigirt,

43.4s2
degrees of

and F-tests for each variable and source ofva¡iation.

spike-'

HI"

Seeds pta"t

Mean Square and F-test

Model

Grand mean

36919.M

Q0192***

5.590ns

702.2r1x
1g215ax*x*
3.629 4T3s9

0.560
18.733
10.169

0.0127**;r*

1r..xxx

242.124¡É*>t* 2.0g5{<***

36 4.970ns
Rs

mean squqres and F-,tests for each variable and source
of va¡iation.

29.145**.x*
14.368 ns

Í2.253

487.744****
2!þ 961**-*x

99.066:ß*** g.6g5ttG---iOI2úr.*.
137.696*x,r.*

733579**.x.*

!4929*x*x 31.630****
30.509 10.
0.170
0.750
14.708 20.353
37.554 1s.958

162.202>¡*** 6.916xxxF
356.695** 4.977.**x
21 .759*** 0.201****

13.024

0.0768

1t.643

20.814

0.718
30.996

554?9.581**** n0.7z*x'F*

--l¡lglxiiÇ

81101.93****

0.005i20+-* **

-==

0"001 )ó

0.12s

337.364*.*.**

.I4l*x** tos+.¿s6.Y.x*,20l3l.7gl**** 93.232,k**
8402.033 40.88404297

0.689
s11.600
17.9t1

1s2i

0.4t1

thousand kernel weigtrt,

harvest index

0rs4
15.181

4Ln

seed weight, o deg.e"s-if.õããñ
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26' ANovA

resurts for Field

Variable
I 2t

rrial B combined Locations showi

v Ø2st*
2

3eiffi

43.806****

re

667761*x*x
9598.349**x* 1607.669**.+- s-5&ns

2j46.449*

Location*

gg7g17f

CV
>.05=ns, .05<P>.01=*

0.00646***;r.

2472992.7 *ìr.*.x

0.00542****

6781.295****

24gg4ggx*x

3429.567*.***

0.0953*,F** 69.25g****

5.219**:F* 1966g52****
0.00432ns 8.397ns

0.221****
0.00i2lns

61292145,F*.*+

310225¡É***

tDtZg2S**+.*

0.00177***+

1410.615***

1942123x*.+*

0.000629

0.810

0353

27. ANOVA results for Field Trial
Biomass

37

6

ffi

0.381

3s.

B Manitoba Sites showi

27.633****
173.822 ns
671.812 ns
368.095 ns

1569.216
0.457

10.682

370.839

0.845
10.200
0.998

0Js0

4.967

2558.562 ns

3415.273*

0.0290*:F** 29.5y*+,r*
0.0104
7135

342261.500

4348.067

thousand kernel weight,

Variable

and mean

10¡tlrkà,.rrrr
3,139

404.641 1s2ji4-

Grand mean

v

***

t869.636 425.366
0.766
0565
10.686 13.502

Error
Rs

x

Mean Square and F-tes{

14741.7l>k*** l32g

*

@iable

Seeds

o

haruistlnã&

plot-'

seed weight,

33355

53.059****

ns

ns 689366*

255g6**>t

t2.n4
147J39
u

0.132
5.774
0.398

thousand

t".ne

1036.g24g>F***

437.t23 ns

0.000528 286781.300------J3r01

324.031
0.419

degrees of freedom

ptotr-- sw%ffi

0.00397xx*+ 7
0.00370r:**r, 1210

0.00088

9.%4
27.913

and source of variation.

spikã

Mean Square and F-test

0.148*t<x*

0.

0.495
13.346
40t2.533

0549

0.0095
0.744

7

n6

0.119

13305

ß7.565

1.088

29.544

degrees of freedom

r61

appendix

28' ANovA

variation.

results for Greenhouse Trial B combined
Runs showing mean squares and F-tests for
each variable and source of

TKW

SW sDike

17

0.00657***ìr

2

0.00949**

SOt.tZSnr
Rs,

cv

Grand mean
freedom

2047

5.975***t

0.00764****
0.00187 ns
O

61700*:ß**
7143.683ns

1

17902r--+**

213.796***

z?.zse

0.861
13.392

0.80æ

35.259 15.9m .332
19J04

17.702
0.446
ha¡vest index

413.729
seed weight,

42.719
degrees

of

